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ABSTRACT

The rates of DNA elongation by wild-type phage T4 and a gene 52
DNA-delay am mutant were estimated by pulse labeling infected cells
with /_ ^K/thymidine and visualizing the gently extracted DNA by auto
radiography. The estimated rate of chain elongation of wild-type DNA
was 7^9 nucleotides/second (n/sec) early in synthesis and 516 to 5^1
n/sec at a later time. The rate of DNA elongation by the am mutant was
measured to be 693 n/sec, 758 n/sec and 829 n/sec during successive
stages of synthesis indicating that elongation was not slower than in
wild-type. The kinetics of DNA increase after infection of host cells
by wild-type phage T^ or by the gene 52 DNA-delay am mutant was followed
using j/ ^H/thymidine uptake into acid insoluble material. From the
rates of DNA increase and the rates of DNA elongation we were able to
estimate the number of growing points per chromosome equivalent of tem
plate DNA during the exponential and linear phases.

Our estimates for

wild-type phage were 0.55 and 0.71-0.80 growing points per chromosome
equivalent of template DNA in the exponential and linear phases re
spectively. For the am mutant we found O.l1* and 0.12-0.13 growing
points per chromosome equivalent of template DNA during the exponential
and linear phases respectively.

The apparent lower incidence of grow

ing points in the am mutant infections suggests that the mutant may be
defective in the initiation of growing points.
viii

ix

Wild-type phage T*t and DNA-delay am mutants defective in genes
39i 52, 60 and 58-61 were tested for intracellular sensitivity to the
antibiotics coumermycin and novobiocin, drugs which inhibit the DNA
gyrase of E. coli. Treatment with these antibiotics eliminated the
characteristic growth of gene 39, 52 and 60 DNA-delay am mutants in
E. coli lacking an amber suppressor (su ). Wild-type phage infected
cells were unaffected by the drugs while the burst size of a gene .58-61
mutant was affected to an intermediate extent.

A jsu

E. coli strain

which is resistant to coumermycin due to an altered gyrase permitted
growth of the DNA-delay am mutants in the presence of the drug. Thus,
the characteristic growth of the DNA-delay am mutants in a _su
apparently depends on the host gyrase.

host

An E. coli himB mutant is de

fective in the coumermycin-sensitive subunit of gyrase. Growth of the
gene 39* 52 and 60 am mutants was inhibited in the himB while the gene
58-61 mutant and wild-type T^ showed small reductions in burst size in
this host. The E. coli nalA gene product joins with the coumermycinsensitive gene product to form the E. coli gyrase. Experiments with
nalidixic acid-sensitive and resistant strains of E. coli show that
wild-type phage T4 requires a functional rialA protein for growth.
Novobiocin and coumermycin inhibit phage DNA synthesis in DNAdelay mutant infected su"* E. coli if added during the early logarithmic
phase of phage DNA synthesis.

The gene 5^-61 mutant showed the

smallest inhibition of DNA synthesis in the presence of the drugs.
Addition of the drugs during the late linear phase of phage DNA syn
thesis had no effect on further synthesis in DNA-delay mutant infected
cells. Coumermycin and novobiocin had no effect on DNA synthesis in

X

wild-type T4 infected cells regardless of the time of addition of the
antibiotics.
Models are considered in which the DNA-delay gene products
either form an autonomous phage gyrase or interact with the host gyrase
and adapt it for proper initiation of phage DNA replication.

INTRODUCTION

Concatemers and Their Role in Phage Production
Infection by phage T4 begins with the adsorption of the phage
particle to the host cell and injection of the linear double stranded
DMA chromosome.

As infection proceeds, the molecular weight of intra

cellular phage DNA increases, reflecting the formation of multimeric
structures composed of end to end repeats of the phage genome.

These

structures, termed concatemers, have been characterized by several
techniques. Frankel (1966, 1968) has shown that the sedimentation
rate of intracellular phage T*+ DNA increases as infection proceeds,
from 63s for the mature chromosome, to a maximum value of 200S by 15
min after infection.

This change in sedimentation was calculated to

correspond to an increase in size of the intracellular DNA to 20 mature
phage chromosome equivalents.

Autoradiography and electron microscopy

of DNA representing fast sedimenting intermediates showed that while
much of the DNA was in a highly condensed folded form (Hamilton and
Pettijohn 1976; Huberman 1968; Kemper and Brown 1976) linear and
branched circular structures from ^-20 chromosome equivalents in length
were evident (Frankel 1968; Huberman 1968; H. Bernstein and C. Bern
stein 1973).
Concatemers appear to be precursors of mature encapsulated
phage chromosomes.

The mechanism of production of mature phage chromo

somes can be inferred from the relationship of chromosome structure to

1
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genetic sequence.

Mature chromosomes of phage T4 are linear, while the

genetic map is circular. This apparent contradiction is resolved by
the finding that populations of T*f chromosomes are circularly permuted
with respect to genetic sequence.

That is, the physical ends of linear

phage chromosomes are randomly distributed throughout the genetic map
(Streisinger, Edgar and Denhardt 196^; Thomas and Rubenstein 196*0.
Individual chromosomes of T*t have also been shown to be terminally re
dundant with respect to genetic sequence (MacHattie et al. 1967).
These properties of the nature phage chromosome apparently are both
generated because nascent phage heads, each able to hold more than a
genome of phage DNA, are sequentially filled from a DNA structure v/hich
is longer than the phage genome (Streisinger, Emrich and Stahl 1967).
In support of this idea, aberrant long phage heads contain phage DNA
whose lengths are proportional to the size of the heads, some encapsu
lated DNA measuring up to 13 chromosome equivalents in length(Dlenhopp,
Zimm and Cummings 197*0.

Possible Mechanisms of Concatemer
Formation
Since concatemers play a central role in DNA maturation, their
original formation represents an important step in phage DNA metabolism.
Streisinger et al. (196*0 suggested that concatemers are the result of
many rounds of end to end recombination from a pool of linear termi
nally redundant chromosomes. More recently, Watson (1972) and Broker
(1973) proposed, for phage T7 and phage T*+ respectively, that the dis
continuous synthesis on the lagging strand of a linear DNA molecule
results in a 3' single stranded end on each of the linear daughter
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chromosomes. If the parental molecule were terminally redundant, the
single stranded ends of the daughter chromosomes would be complementary.
This would allow end to end joining of daughter chromosomes by hydrogen
bonding of the complementary ends.

Repair and covalent closure of the

overlapped strands would result in a concatemer 2 chromosome equiva
lents in length. In addition to describing a possible mechanism of
concatemer formation, this model suggests that concatemers represent a
solution to the problem of progressive deletion of genetic material as
linear chromosomes undergo successive rounds of replication (Broker
1973)•
An alternative model suggests that concatemers can arise as a
result of replication rather than from repeated rounds of recombination.
A rolling circle replicative intermediate could arise from end to end
recombination within a terminally redundant linear molecule to form a
circle. This step would be followed by the introduction of a nick in
one of the DNA strands leading to initiation of DNA replication.

A

rolling circle intermediate could also result directly by recombina
tion between the unreplicated parental end and one of the replicated
ends of a "Y" shaped linear replicating molecule.

A concatemer is

generated by the rolling circle intermediate as the growing point pro
ceeds unidirectionally and repeatedly around the circle displacing a
progressively longer double stranded tail (Frankel 1968; Gilbert and
Dressier 1968; Werner 1968b). Rolling circle intermediates have been
demonstrated in such diverse systems as phage A infected E. coli
(Bastia, Sueoka and Cox 1975; Takahashi 1975) and ribosomal RNA gene
amplification in Xenopus laevis oocytes (Hourcade, Dressier and Wolfson
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1973; Rouchaix, Bird and Bakken 197*0. Rolling circle replication has
also been suggested for phage 0X17^ (Dressier and Wolfson 1970;
Schroder, Erben and Kaerner 1973) and the DNA transfer associated with
conjugation in E. coli (Ohki and Tomizawa 1968; Rupp and Ihler 1968;
Vapnek and Rupp 1971).
The available evidence does not allow a choice among the models
of concatemer formation in phage T4. Early evidence was interpreted in
favor of rolling circle replication from the first round of replication
but more recent work suggests that the first round of replication does
not proceed via rolling circle intermediates (see Doerman 1973 for a
review). There are predictions regarding the form of replicative in
termediate which are inherent in the rolling circle model. The repli
cating intermediate must be circular and DNA growing points must
elongate in a unidirectional manner.

Delius, Howe and Kozinski (1971)

have visualized phage T*f chromosomes which had partially replicated
during the first round of DNA synthesis. Their electron micrographs
showed what they interpreted to be molecules with many loops repli
cating in a bidirectional manner. More recently, Kozinski and Doerman
(1975) have given further evidence suggesting bidirectional replication
during the first round of synthesis. They studied the first round of
replication of a population of phage chromosomes which were 1% shorter
(petites) than wild-type chromosomes. Thus, with removal of the ter
minal repetition petite chromosomes cannot circularize in single in
fection. If replication normally occurs in a unidirectional manner on
a circular template, the petite chromosome would not replicate its
entire length since the growing point would terminate on reaching the
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end of the chromosome. Contrary to this prediction, Kozinski and
Doerman (1975) observed that the petite chromosomes replicated com
pletely and repeatedly, indicating efficient bidirectional replication
in the early rounds of replication. The inference, made by Delius
et al. (1971)j that initiation of replication occurs at multiple sites
on the phage chromosome was tested by Howe et al. (1973). These work
ers proposed that the first round of replication proceeded from spe
cific sites on the order of 8 to 10 per chromosome.
Based on evidence suggesting bidirectional replication from the
first round of replication, it has been argued by extrapolation, that
the rolling circle intermediates do not exist in phage T^ (see Doerman
/19737 *"or

a

critical review of the rolling circle model in phage T4).

While rolling circle intermediates are apparently not present during
the first round of replication, it is possible that rolling circle
intermediates form at later times after infection.

H. Bernstein and

C. Bernstein (1973) have observed circular and branched circular DNA
structures in autoradiographs of uniformly labeled T!k DNA isolated at
late times after infection.

Concatemers as Replicating
Intermediates
The role of concatemers as replicating structures has been the
subject of dispute. Frankel (1966) first suggested this possibility
v/hen pulses of /~^H7thymidine applied at progressively later times
after infection entered progressively faster sedimenting structures.
When infected cells were pulse labeled from 2-6 min after infection,
sucrose gradient sedimentation of DNA extracted at 6 min showed the
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labeled DNA sedimenting with the mature

marker chromosome (63s).

Intracellular DNA pulse labeled from 14-15 min sedirnented rapidly
(200S). The hypothesis that concatemers could replicate (Frankel 1966)
was challenged by Kozinski, Kozinski and James (1967). Phage infected
cells were incubated with density label 5-bromodeoxyuridine to aid in
the identification and isolation of replicating DNA. Hybrid and par
tially replicated molecules which had not completed the first round of
replication were isolated.

While sucrose sedimentation of these DMAs

indicated that the replicative DNA was greater than k chromosome equiv
alents in length, electron microscopy of this DNA showed that individual
molecules were no longer than 2 chromosome equivalents.

In view of the

apparent discrepancy in the first round of replication between the
molecular weights of replicating DNA calculated from sedimentation rate
and electron microscopy, it was concluded by extrapolation that the
sedimentation techniques used by Frankel (1966) resulted in a gross
overestimate of the size of the DNA pulse labeled at late times after
infection.

Although Kozinski et al. (1967) studied only the first

round of replication, they concluded that the high sedimentation rate
of T^- DNA replicating at late times was due to changes in its tertiary
structure. While concatemers were present, the replicating DNA was
thought to be about the size of the mature chromosome.

Phage T4 Genes Required for DNA Replication

Functions of the DNA Replicative
Genes of Phage T4
Phage T4 produces gene products which are required for normal
phage DNA replication. Conditional lethal mutants provide a system
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for classifying these genes based on the kinetics of DNA synthesis
under restrictive conditions. The DNA-negative (DO) mutants, when
defective do not accumulate detectable levels of phage DNA.

The DNA-

slow (DS) mutants synthesize between 2-8?6 of wild-type levels of DNA
under restrictive conditions. DMA-arrest (DA) detective mutants ini
tiate DNA replication with the sarr:e kinetics as wild-type phage, but
arrest synthesis between 20-30 min after infection. The DNA-delay
(DD) amber (am) mutants when infecting an E. coli host lacking an am
suppressor (su ) show slow rates of DNA synthesis relative to wildtype phage, but produce substantially more DNA than the DO mutants
(Epstein et al. 1963; Warner and Hobbs 1967). The replicative gene
products of phage T^ have been purified and identified based on their
stimulation of DNA synthesis in crude extracts of cells infected with
mutants defective for the purified proteins (Alberts and Frey 1970;
Nossal and Kershfield 1971; Barry and Alberts 1972).
Functions have been assigned to three of the replicative pro
teins based, in part, on in vitro studies. Gene

has been shown to

code for the DNA polymerase (DeWaard, Paul and Lehman 1965; V/arner and
Barnes 1966). Furified polymerase in the presence of the four
deoxynucleoside-triphosphates synthesizes DNA on a single stranded,
primed DNA template, but by itself, shows no in vitro polymerizing
activity on double stranded templates (Goulian, Lucas and Kornberg
1968). In addition to the polymerase activity, a 3' exonuclease
activity purifies with the gene

protein (Huang and Lehman 1972).

The exonuclease activity of the replicative polymerase probably serves
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as an editing function to remove bases which are incorrectly inserted
by the polymerase (Englund 1971; Muzyczka, Poland and Bessman 1972).
Gene 32 codes for the phage T*+ helix-destabilizing protein.
At physiological temperatures the gene 32 product has been shown to
catylize denaturation and renaturation of DNA _in vitro. This is a re
flection of the strong cooperative binding of gene 32 product to single
stranded DNA (Alberts and Frey 1970). Gene 32 protein has been shown
to stimulate the jin vitro polymerizing activity of gene

product on

single stranded templates some 5 to 10 fold. This stimulation pre
sumably occurs because gene 32 protein removes the intrastrand hydrogen
bonding of the single stranded template known to occur at physiological
temperatures. Gene 32 protein is also essential for _in vitro polymeri
zation on double stranded templates catylized by the gene

product

(Huberman, Kornberg and Alberts 1971). The properties discussed above
have led to the suggestion that the product of gene 32 binds coopera
tively to DNA at the growing point to unwind the DNA helix and maintain
the separated strands in the proper configuration to serve as efficient
templates for DNA elongation (Alberts and Frey 1970). Consistent v/ith
the postulated role of gene 32 protein in replication, Sinha and Snustad
(1971) showed that the product of gene 32 is required in stochiometric
amounts.
The product of gene 30, the phage DNA-ligase, seals interrup
tions in the sugar-phosphate backbone between adjacent DNA bases (Y/eis
and Richardson 1967; Becker et al. 1967). The observation that DNA
replication in phage T4 depends on ligase function suggests that DNA
is synthesized at the growing point in a discontinuous fashion as short
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fragments which are subsequently joined together by ligase (Fig. 1).
Considerable evidence supports this model of DNA synthesis. Okazaki
et al. (1968) showed that newly made Tk DNA, when labeled with very
short pulses, was isolated as short fragments (Okazaki fragments).
With longer pulse times the newly made DNA was'isolated in a high
molecular weight form. It appears that ligase is required for the con
version of Okazaki fragments to high molecular weight DNA since, in
ligase defective phage mutants, Okazaki fragments do not appear in high
molecular weight DNA (Newman and Hanawalt 1968; Okazaki et al. 1968).
Discontinuous DNA synthesis at the growing point appears to stem from
the antiparallel nature of parental DNA strands and the fact that the
T*f polymerase, like all known polymerases can elongate DNA only in the
5' to 3' direction. In the growing point, polymerase could extend a
3' hydroxyl terminus by elongating continuously toward the apex of the
growing point.

However, in phage T*+ infected cells it appears that

both strands may be synthesized discontinuously (Okazaki et al. 1968).
The other parental strand paired to a 5' terminated daughter strand
(Fig. 1) must be replicated in a discontinuous fashion v/ith the poly
merase elongating in a 5' to 3' direction, away from the apex of the
growing point.

This is consistent with the finding that all Okazaki

fragments are synthesized in a 5' to 3' direction (Okazaki and Okazaki
1969). The inability of polymerases to synthesize DNA on a template
lacking a 3' hydroxyl terminated primer suggests that some mechanism
must exist to prime the Okazaki fragments on the lagging strand. The
available evidence suggests that Okazaki fragments may be extended from
RNA primers as found in E. coli (Okazaki et al. 1975)1 phage 0X17^
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Figure 1. Structure of the replicative growing point. — Due to the
antiparallel nature of parental DNA strands and the 5' to
3' specificity of the DNA polymerase, DNA replication pro
ceeds in a discontinuous fashion. Okazaki fragments (A) are
probably initiated from RNA primers (B). Adjacent Okazaki
fragments are joined by ligase to form high molecular weight
DNA follov/ing excision of the RNA primers and filling in the
resulting gaps with deoxyribonucleotides. Parental DNA
strands at the apex of the growing point are held in a
single stranded configuration by the helix-destabilizing
protein (C).

Scheckman, V.'einer ana Kornberg 197^) and polyoma virus (Reichard,
Eliasson and Soderman 197*0. In E3. coli, however, it has been sug
gested that in addition to priming by short ribonucleotides, some
fragments may be initiated without the use of an RNA primer (Miyamoto
and Denhardt 1977).

Adjacent Okazaki fragments are joined by ligase

after removal of the RNA primer and filling in the resulting gap by a
polymerase. In the case of E. coli it appears that polymerase I may
perform the RNA excision and gap filling steps simultaneously (Westergaard, Brutlag and Kornberg 1973). Based on the in vitro activities
of phage T4 replicative proteins discussed above we can infer that the
gene 32 products unwinds the DNA helix at the apex of the growing point
to provide a suitable template for the T4 replicative polymerase.

DNA

is synthesized in a discontinuous fashion, each fragment possibly
initiated from an RNA primer.

After excision of the primer and gap

filling the adjacent Okazaki fragments are covalently joined by the
product of gene 30.
The functions of the other T*t phage replicative proteins are
unknown, although there is some evidence for functional interactions
among some of these gene products.

The gene kk/62 protein complex

shows a DNA dependent hydrolysis of ATP and enhances the activity of
the polymerase on primed single stranded templates (Mace and Alberts,
cited in Morris, Sinha and Alberts 1975). The T'f polymerase and gene
32 helix-destabilizing protein have been shown to form a loose associ
ation in vitro (Huberman et al. 1971). The products of genes *+*+ and
62 have been isolated as a tight complex. The individual peptides
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corresponding to the products of genes M+ and 62, show no complementing
activity _in vitro suggesting that they are functional only when they
are associated in the kk/62 complex.

Although the complex shows great

stability, it cannot be formed _in vitro from its individual components
suggesting that it may be a remnant of some intracellular association
of proteins (Barry and Alberts 1972).
The products of genes
destabilizing protein), kl, kk,

(DNA polymerase), 32 (DNA helixand 62 have been purified and com

bined in an jui vitro system which gives rates of DNA elongation on a
single stranded circular DNA template which are similar to the _in vivo
rates of elongation seen in wild-type infected cells (Morris et al.
1975). These six replicative gene products are required for efficient
DNA synthesis in this system. Omission of any of the six gene pro
ducts results in drastically reduced levels of DNA synthesis (Morris
et al. 1975)* The in vitro system shows other characteristics which
have been noted _in vivo. The use of a circular single stranded tem
plate imposes the recuirement for _de novo DNA chain initiation. The
reouirement of the ribonucleoside triphosphates for maximal synthesis
suggests that _de novo chain initiation may occur by means of an RNA
primer as it probably does in vivo. These properties of the _in vitro
system, together with the evidence for physical and functional inter
actions among the various replicative genes, suggest that the products
of genes

32, A-l, kk,

and 62 may form a complex of gene products

in vitro which is similar to the in vivo re-nlicative machinery.

The DNA-Delay Mutants
Other ^ene products not included in the _in vitro replication
system of Morris et al. (1975) roay be reouired for the initiation of
DNA replication _in vivo. This is not to be confused with the initia
tion of Okazaki fragments. While Morris et al. (1975) observed de novo
initiation of DNA synthesis on the single stranded phage fd chromosome
in vitro, this probably does not reflect the in vivo situation in which
phage T^ DNA replication is initiated at specific sites on the double
stranded phage T4 chromosome. The gene products of the DNA-arrest
(DA) group probably do not play a role in the initiation of replica
tion. The kinetics of DNA increase in DA mutant infections is the
same as for wild-type phage at early times after infection (Warner and
Hobbs 1967; Epstein et al. 1963)-

The arrest of DNA synthesis at later

times probably stems from the accumulation of damaged DNA, possibly as
a result of abortive recombination (Hosoda and Mathews 1^71; Prashad
and Hosoda 1972; Broker 1973)•
The DNA-delay mutants may plav a role in the initiation of DNA
replication in T*+ infected cells.

The DNA-delay gene products are

apparently not required _in vitro for _in vivo wild-type rates of DNA
elongation. Morris et al. (1975) observed wild-type DNA elongation
rates _in vitro if the DNA-delay gene products were excluded from the
reaction mixture.

Although not reouired for efficient DNA elongation

in vitro, there is evidence that the DNA-delay gene products play a
primary role in DNA replication.

Amber mutants infecting E. coli S/6/5

(su ) at 37°C characteristically show slow rates of DNA synthesis and

substantial production of progeny phage.

When DNA-delay am mutants

infect E. coli S/6/5 at 25°C, however, the residual DNA synthesis and
phage production are eliminated (Mufti and Bernstein 197*0. Thus, the
DNA-delay genes provide a function which is essential for phage DNA
replication. Mufti and Bernstein (197*0 have shown that a host com
ponent of E. coli S/6/5 can partially compensate for the lack of the
phage DNA-delay gene product at 37°C but not at 25°C suggesting that
the defective DNA-delay function can be provided by a host component.

This Investigation
Using a recently developed autoradiographic technique (H. Bern
stein and C. Bernstein 1973) phage T4 replication was studied with
respect to the rate of elongation of the growing point and the rela
tionship of replicative forks to each other as well as to the overall
concatemeric phage DNA complex. In contrast to the proposal by
Kozinski et al. (1967) that concatemers do not replicate, evidence was
obtained that replicative forks are present in phage concatemers. The
rate of DNA elongation measured in a DNA-delay mutant infection showed
that the growing points progressed at rates comparable to DNA elonga
tion in wild-type phage infected cells, suggesting that the slow rate
of overall DNA synthesis in the mutant infection is due to a low inci
dence of growing points. From this evidence we infer that the DNAdelay mutants are defective in the formation of replicative growing
points.
DNA-delay am mutants infecting su~ E. coli characteristically
produce a substantial burst of progeny phage (Mufti and Bernstein 197^5
Yegian et al. 1971), whereas am mutants defective in most other

essential genes, under similar conditions, produce virtually no progeny
phage. Kufti and Bernstein (197*0 have shown that growth of the DNAdelay mutants on _su

E. coli probably depends on a function provided by

the host cell which is only partially effective in the mutant infec
tions. Our results imply that the compensating host component is DNA
gyrase. _In vitro, E. coli DNA gyrase introduces negative superhelical
turns into closed circular DNA of phage

SVkO virus, and the ColEl,

plasmid (Gellert et al. 1976a). Gyrase has also been shown to play a
role in the cell free replication system of 0X17*+ replicative form DNA
(Marians et al. 1976) as well as the replication of phage T7 _in vivo
(Itoh and Tomizawa 1977). Evidence is presented here indicating that
the DNA-delay mutants of phage T't reouire a functional host gyrase for
growth and efficient initiation of replicative growing points in DNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Phage Strains
Tto(wild-type), td8(thymidylate synthetase defective) and DMAdelay mutants amNll6(gene 39), araE124o( gene 52), amNG576(gene 52),
amE3QO(gene 60) and amKL627(gene 58-61) were obtained from the Cali
fornia Institute of Technology collection.

Revertants of mutant

alleles amNll6(gene 39), amE12^0(gene 52), amE300(gene 60) and amHL627

g

(gene 58-61) were obtained by plating 2 to 5 x 10 phage on E. coli
S/6/5 at 25°C and selecting isolates able to form plaques. These are
designated by the original mutant ellele number followed by R (e.g.,
amNll6R is a revertant of amNll6).

Escherichia coli Strains
The E. coli strains used are listed in Table 1. E. coli AZ100
and AZ101 are _su

exconjugates from crosses of Hfr6 to strains NI7^7

and NI7^8, respectively.

Chemicals and Media
The antibiotic coumermycin A^, referred to as coumermycin, was
a gift from W. F. Minor (Bristol Laboratories, Syracuse, N.Y.).
Coumermycin was stored at 25 mg/ml in dimethylsulfoxide.

Novobiocin

(Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.) was stored in solution at 10
mg/ml in dilute NaOH (pH 7.5).

Nalidixic acid (a gift from Dr. D.

Mount) was stored at 20 mg/ml in 1.2 mM NaOH. /methyl-^H7thymidine
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Table 1. Escherichia coli strains.

Strain

Relevant Genotype

Comments

AZ100

thy-6 dra-1 cou"

su , coumermycin-sensitive
segregant from cross
K17k7 x Hfr6

AZ101

thy-6 dra-1 cou

su", coumermycin-resistant
segregant from cross
N17^R x Hfr6

B3R

su

Derivative of E. coli B3;
grows well in media containing
/"3h7thymidine

CS63

supD60

Standard permissive host
for phage T4 am mutants

Hfr6

Hfr metBl

Derivative of V/3807

HG3

nalA

Nalidixic acid-resistant
V/3550 nalA

K-37

galK2 str

su

K-807

galK2 str1* himBll4

K-37himB; defective gyrase

Nr?1*?

thy-6 dra-1 supEMf lacYl

Coumermycin-sensitive

N17^8

thy-6 dra-1 supEM» lacYl
cour

Coumermycin-resistant

hirriB

S/6/5

B strain of E. coli; standard
su"" restrictive host for
phage TV am mutants

V/3550

Nalidixic acid-sensitive;
su"
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Source

Reference

sitive

Dept. of Microbiology
College of Medicine
University of Arizona

[•his paper

istant

Dept. of Microbiology
College of Medicine
University of Arizona

This paner

i S3;
containing

McCarthy et al. (1976)

host
nts

Epstein et al. (1963)

B. Low via D. Mount
tant

Ejyrase

t

i

H. Ginsburg
Dept. of Microbiology
College of Medicine
University of Arizona

Unpublished results

H. I. Miller
Dept. of Microbiology
University of Michigan

Unpublished results

H. I. Miller

Unpublished results

M. Gellert

Gellert et al. (1976b)

M. Gellert

Gellert et al. (1976b)

Epstein et al. (1963)

standard
for

tive;

Low (1973)

H. Ginsburg

Unpublished results
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(/ ^/-thymidine), 6.7 Ci/mmole and k0-60 Ci/mmole was purchased from
New England Nuclear, Boston, Mass. Hershey broth (H-broth) (Steinberg
and Edgar 1962) was used at the growth medium in determining phage
burst size and also for the growth and suspension of indicator bacteria.
H-broth was adjusted to pH 7.5 when coumermycin, novobiocin or
nalidixic acid were used in burst size measurements. EHA top and bot
tom agar were used for plaque assays and plating of bacteria (Steinberg
and Edgar 1962). M9 medium (Adams 1959) supplemented with FeCl^^H^O
(2.7 ^/g/ml) was used in DNA labeling: measurements. M9 medium supple
mented with 2.7 ^ig/ml FeCl^^H^O, 0.25/a Casamino acids (vitamin free)
and 0.1 /ig/ml thiamine (K9C) was used as the growth medium when E.coli
A2100 and AZ101 were employed as hosts in DNA labeling experiments.
Unless otherwise stated, both M9 and M9C media were at pH 7*5-

Addi

tional supplements were as described in the following section.

DNA Synthesis
For experiments measuring the incorporation of ^""'S^thymidine
into acid insoluble material, cells from an overnight culture were
grown at 37°C to a titer of between 2 to 4 x 10 cells/ml in either
M9 medium for E. coli S/6/5 or M9C supplemented with 10 pg/ml thymidine
in the case of E. coli AZ strains. Phage were then added to the cells
at a multiplicity of infection of about 10 phage/cell. Since infec
tions were carried out without prior addition of a metabolic inhibitor
(e.g., KCN), delayed lysis and superinfection inhibition would not be
prevented.

At 1 min after addition of the phage, the infected cell

culture was diluted 3-fold into labeled growth medium at 37°C. When
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_E. coli S/6/5 was used as the host the growth medium was K9 with final
concentrations of 250 ^g/ml 2'deoxyadenosine and 8.1 fig/ml
midine (0.27 Ci/mmole). When E. coli AZ strains were used as hosts the
growth medium was M9C containing a final concentration of 8.7 £tg/nil
/_ ^H/thymidine (0.27 Ci/mmole).

At various times portions of a solu

tion of either novobiocin (1 mg/ml) or coumermycin (375 /ig/ml) in M9
medium were diluted 10-fold into aliauots of the infected cell culture.
The untreated control culture received a proportionate volume of M9
medium without the drug.
At various' times 0.1 ml samples from the drug treated and un
treated cultures were diluted into equal volumes of sampling medium
(1.0 M KCN, 1.0 mg/ml thymidine) to inhibit further metabolism and
uptake of labeled thymidine. Portions (0.1 ml) of the diluted samples
were spotted onto Whatman 3MM filter papers (2.3 cm) and dried at 85°C
for 15 min. After drying, the filters were washed 3 times in 5^ (w/v)
trichloroacetic acid for 10 min, once in 9ethanol for 10 min and
once in acetone for 10 min.

All washes were done at 5°C.

The washed

filters were dried and placed in glass scintillation vials containing
6 ml Spectrofluor/PPO/POPOP (Amerisham Searle, Arlington Heights, 111.).
Samples were counted in a Beckman LS-250 scintillation counting system.
For pulse experiments performed at a single specific activity
of /~^H7thymidine, infection was as described above except that a cul
ture of E. coli S/6/5 was grown in M9 media (pH 6.8) supplemented with
250 fig/ml 2'deoxyadenosine.

At various times portions of the infected

culture were diluted into equal volumes of prewarmed M9 medium (pH 6.8)
containing /~^H7thymidine (50 Ci/mmole, 8 jzg/ml).
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For pulse experiments performed at two specific activities of
/ ^H/thymidine, E. coli B3R was prelabeled by growing for about seven

g

generations at 30°C to 1 x 10 /ml in M9 medium (pK 6.3) supplemented
with 0.5 mg/ml Difco vitamin free Casamino acids and 4 fig/ml

7-

thymidine (6.7 Ci/mmole, New England Nuclear Corp., Boston, Mass.).
Bacterial DNA was prelabeled to prevent dilution of the /""^H^thymidine
pool upon breakdown of the bacterial DNA. The cells were centrifuged

g

in the cold and resuspended at k x 10 /ml in medium of the same compo
sition but also containing phage td.8 at a multiplicity of infection of
10 phage/cell.

At 25 min after infection, during the linear phase of

phage DNA synthesis, the infected cells were centrifuged in the cold
and resuspended in prewarmed media of the same composition but now
supplemented with k /ig/ml /f"^H7thymidine (52 Ci/mmole) to allow DNA
labeling at a higher specific activity.

At 5 min after adding the

high specific activity label a 0.1 ml sample of the infected cells
was removed for lysis and autoradiography.

Lysis and Autoradiography Procedures
Infected cells were lysed and their DNA was prepared for auto
radiography as described by H. Bernstein and C. Bernstein (1973)•

At

various times, portions of the infected cultures were diluted into
lysis medium (0.1 K KCN and 0.05 M EDTA pH 8.0) to a titer of 1 x 10^
cells/ml.

Aliauots (0.5 ml) of the diluted cells were placed into

dialysis chambers having Killipore filters (type VK, 0.05 /*m) attached
to their open ends.

Cells were lysed with the addition of 0.5 ml

lysis solution containing 5 mg/ml egg white lysozyne, followed by

three cycles of freezing and thawing. Sodium lauryl sulfate was then
added to the dialysis chambers to a final concentration of 0.1% (w/v).
The lysates were dialysed at room temperature against a solution of
0.05 M 3DTA and 0.01 K NaCl (pH 8.0) for 15 hr. The dialysis solution
was changed every 2 hr. When dialysis was completed the cups were
drained through holes punched in the Millipore filters.
Autoradiography was carried out as described by Bernstein
(1970).

Millipore filters containing phage DMA were glued to gelatin

coated microscope slides and covered with AR10 stripping film (Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.). The film was exposed at 4°C in the pres
ence of anhydrous CaSO^. Esposures varied from 30 days for a single
specific activity experiment to 90 days for the double specific
activity experiment.

Autoradiographs were developed with Kodak D19

developer. For each kind of DNA, 4 to 6 Millipore filters were ex
amined by autoradiography.

Autoradiographs of chromosomes isolated

from phage particles were provided by Bernstein (1970).

Length Measurements and Grain Counting
The procedure used for measuring the lengths of grain tracks
was to mount the autoradiographs on microscope slides, and then to
project the image obtained through the microscope by television camera
on to a TV screen.

The images of the grain tracks were measured

directly on the screen.

As a length standard the image of a stage

micrometer was similarly projected and the length of the 50 ^m cali
bration measured on the screen. The final magnification of the TV
image was 2270X.
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Grain counting was carried out on photographic enlargements of
the autoradiographs as described previously (Bernstein 1970).

Burst Size Measurements
Cells from an overnight culture were grown at 37°C in K-broth
g
to a cell titer 2 to 3 x 10 /ml. Prior to phage adsorption 0.02 ml of
0.1 M KCN was added per ml of cells to inhibit further metabolism
during the adsorption period.

At 2.5 min after the addition of KCN,

phage were added to cells at a multiplicity of infection of 7 to 10
phage/cell.

Adsorption was allowed to proceed for 10 min at 37°C after

which growth was initiated by diluting the infected culture k x 10 fold into parallel growth tubes (37°C) containing H-broth with and
without the drugs to be tested. When coumermycin was used, it was
diluted from a stock solution (25 mg/ml in dimethylsulfoxide) to a
concentration of 50

fJ-g/ml

in H-broth at pH 8.5.

After dissolution of

the coumermycin, the pH of the H-broth was readjusted to 7«5»

The

final concentration of dimethylsulfoxide in control and drug treated
growth tubes was 0.2% (v/v). In a control experiment this concentra
tion of dimethylsulfoxide had no effect on phage burst size. Novo
biocin and nalidixic acid were diluted directly from stock solutions
into H-broth at pH 7«5«

Immediately after addition of the phage in

fected cell mixture to the growth tube, the titers of unadsorbed phage
and infective centers were measured.

An aliquot from the growth tube

was transferred to 0.1 ml of chloroform and plated on permissive indi
cator bacteria to determine the titer of unadsorbed phage. The titer
of infective centers in the growth tube was measured by plating a
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portion from the untreated control growth tube on permissive indicator
bacteria. The subsequently obtained titer of infective centers was
corrected for unadsorbed phage. In some cases infective centers were
also assayed from the drug treated growth tube immediately after dilu
tion from the adsorption tube. These measurements agreed with measure
ments from the untreated growth tubes.

At 120 min after the initiation

of phage growth, chloroform was added to the growth tubes and the titer
of progeny phage was determined by plating. Phage burst size was cal
culated as the ratio of progeny phage titer to the titer of infective
centers.

RESULTS

Identification of Replicative Forks
An initial autoradiographic experiment was performed using two
levels of labeling to identify replicative forks of concatemeric repli
cating DNA.

As described in Materials and Methods the infected cells

were first grown in £_ ^H/thymidine at 6.7 Ci/mmole. After 25 min
growth at 30°C the cells were transferred to media containing labeled
thymidine at the higher specific activity of 52 Ci/mmole. The infec
tion was stopped after 5 min of high specific activity labeling. The
cells were then lysed and the DNA spread on Millipore membranes for
autoradiographic visualization. It is expected that in DNA undergoing
semiconservative replication the newly replicated DNA would have a

)7 higher specific

k.k-fold /(52 + 6.7)/(6.7 + (>.7

activity than the

previously labeled DNA. Figure 2 shov/s two densely labeled replicative
forks as part of a lightly labeled DNA structure which appears to be a
single concatemer about 2830 ^m long (portions of it extending beyond
the photograph).

In fork A the grain densities of the tv/o densely

labeled branches were 3«7 and 3«6-fold higher respectively than nearby
portions of lightly labeled DNA, and in fork B the grain densities of
the branches were k.O and 3^7-fold higher. These ratios are close to
the ratio of k.k predicted solely on the basis of semiconservative
replication. The somewhat lower ratios obtained are expected because
coincidence of grains in the more densely labeled regions leads to
2k

Figure 2. Phage
replicative complex. — Phage were grown in the low
specific activity ^/""JH/thymidine (6.7 Ci/mmole) from 0 to 25
min and high specific activity label (52 Ci/mmole) from 25
to 30 min. Intracellular growth was stopped at 30 min.
Cells were lysed and the DNA allowed to adhere to Millipore
membranes. (A) Replicative loop elongating in only one
direction. (B) Replicative fork. (C) Six strands con
verging at a small circle of DNA. (D), (E) and (F) Densely,
labeled segments. Scale bar represents 50 fxm.

undercounting. The lengths of the labeled branches in fork A were 64.5
ism and 64.0 fxm, and in fork B were 64.0 /im and 60.0 fim indicating that
the rates of replication were the same in both forks and in both arms
of each fork.

The rates of elongation calculated from the two branches

of fork A and the two of fork B were 12.9, 12.8, 12.8 and 12.0 fim/rain
respectively. This corresponds to rates of 1034, 1026, 1026 and 962
nucleotides/sec calculated by using the length standard described in
Table 2 (p. 36). Fork A is part of a replicative loop in which the opposite
fork is not densely labeled. This configuration is most simply inter
preted as a unidirectional replicative loop. There is a small, lightly
labeled ring (designated C in Fig. 2) at which six of the strands
forming the complex appear to converge.

It is possible that this re

flects a remnant of an originally compactly coiled ring structure (C.
Bernstein and H. Bernstein 1974). Further examples of rings are shown
in Figure 3, panels i and j. Three other densely labeled segments
(Fig. 2, D, E and F with D. extending beyond the margin of the photo
graph) have grain densities 3*6, 3-3 and 3^2 fold higher than the
lightly labeled DNA, and lengths of about 61 /im, 71 ^m, and 76 fxm
respectively. These characteristics suggest that the segments arose
from replicative forks in which one of the branches was lost.
The forks seen in Figure 2 were the only ones clearly dis
played in this particular experiment.

Although densely labeled seg

ments were frequently seen they occurred as linear non-forked con
figurations. This seems to imply that the forks are fragile and tend
to break at the point of replication when the DNA is being prepared
for autoradiography. Fragility of the growing point has been observed
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Figure 3«

Linear tracks from wild-type infected cells. — Phage DNA
was pulse labeled for (a) 10-15 min, (b) 35-^0 min and
(c) 35-37•5 min. DNA "V" structures from wild-type in
fected cells pulse labeled for (d) 10-15 min, (e) 35-^0
min and (f) 35-37«5 min. (g) and (h) DNA extracted from
mature phage particles, (i) and (j) condensed DNA ring
structures, (k) and (l) typical partially condensed
configurations of DNA. Scale bar represents 50 /xnu
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in late intracellular phage A. DNA by Skalka, Poonian and Bartl (1972)
and in S. coli DNA by Hanawalt and Ray (196*0.
A problem encountered in interpreting structures observed in
the autoradiographs of DNA labeled at two specific activities is to
distinguish between individual densely labeled strands and clustered
lightly labeled strands.

This difficulty is largely avoided when only

a single specific activity of thymidine is used to label just the newly
replicated regions.

Lengths of Pulse Labeled Segments
of Wild-type DNA
A second experiment was performed in which only recently repli
cated DNA was labeled and the rest of the DNA was unlabeled.

In this

second experiment Casamino acids were omitted and the growth tempera
ture was 37°C rather than 30°C.

Wild-type phage infected cells were

labeled during the following periods:
37«5 min.

10-15 min, 35-^0 min and 35-

Although much of the labeled DNA observed in the autoradio

graphs was tangled or condensed as shown in Figure 3i» ji k and 1,
large numbers of relatively straight DNA segments were also clearly
displayed. Length measurements were made of all well displayed DNA
segments obtained in the autoradiographs. DNA segments were considered
well displayed if their grain densities were relatively uniform along
their length so as to minimize the likelihood of counting tangled or
condensed DNA. Examples of segments used in making measurements are
shown in Figure 3a to f.

In the wild-type infection a total of 1191

segments were measured from the three labeling periods.

Most labeled
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segments measured were linear and therefore apparently only single
branches of replicating forks.

Only about lf& of the total labeled DNA

structures were clearly "V" shaped. The length distributions of the
segments for each labeling period are shown in Figure 'fa, b and c.
The median and mean lengths for each distribution are indicated in the
legend to Figure k. Since we had no way to unequivocally distinguish
whether a given labeled segment was a single branch of a fork or both
branches of a fork still connected we put all measured lengths obtained
under a given set of conditions into a single histogram.
It is informative to compare the length distributions of seg
ments observed in the 5 min pulse from 35 to 40 min (Fig. 4b) with
those of the 2.5 min pulse from 55 to 37*5 min (Fig. 4c). The distri
bution of 2.5 min pulse lengths is plotted on a two-fold expanded scale
for ease of comparison to the 5 min pulse distribution. The shapes of
the two distributions are very similar and the medians and means, as
expected, differ by approximately 2-fold. The 5 min pulse length
distribution is more skewed towards higher values than the 2.5 min
pulse. This may reflect some running together of neighboring labeled
segments occurring with the longer pulse. The mean length of the 10-15
min labeled segments was 29& greater than the mean length of the 55-^0
min labeled segments. This may indicate a faster elongation rate or
perhaps more frequent running together of labeled segments early in
infection.

Figure 4. Histograms of the lengths of autoradiographic tracks of
pulse labeled T4D and amNG576 DNA.
The phage strains used, the period during which
thymidine was added, the median and mean lengths of the
observed tracks and the number of slides analysed for
each condition were respectively:
(a) T4D, 10-15 min, 43.0 fim, 46.8 fzm, 6 slides.
(b) T4D, 35-40 min, 29»5 Mmi 36.3
5 slides.
(c) T4D, 35-37.5 min, 13»8 /xm, 16.1 ^im, 5 slides.
(d) amNG5?6, 10-15 min, 41.3 Mm? 43.2 fj.m, 5 slides.
(e) amNG576, 35-40 min, 43.6 /xm, 47.2 fim, 4 slides.
(f) amNG5?6, 70-75 min, 47.0 /xm, 51.7
5 slides.
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Lengths of Pulse Labeled Segments
of am Mutant DNA
The length distributions of amNG576 DNA are shown in Figure 4
(d, e, f). A total of 719 segments were measured.

As before, the

measured tracks included a small minority (about 3»5t») of "V" shaped
segments in the distribution. Our purpose in examining pulse labeled
lengths of DNA from this mutant was to determine if a DNA-delay am
mutation would slow the rate of elongation. It is clear from Figure k
that the lengths of the segments labeled by 5 min pulses in the DNAdelay mutant are not shorter than the wild-type lengths labeled for
5 min. The length distributions of the 10-15 min, 35-40 min and the
70-75 min pulses of the am mutant were very similar to each other as
well as to the length distribution of the 10-15 min pulse of wild-type.
These results imply that elongation is not slowed by the DNA-delay am
mutation. Furthermore it appears that the rate of elongation did not
vary by more than about 20& during the course of infection by the DNAdelay mutant.

Re-nlicative Forks and Loons
As pointed out above, in the autoradiographs of both wild-type
and amNG576 DNA a number of clear "V" configurations were observed (see
Fig. 3d, e, f, and Fig. 5)«

About 1% of the wild-type and 3»5/» of the

am segments were "V"s. The mean length of the "V" structures from the
5 min pulse experiments with wild-type was 84.3 Hm and from the experi
ments with the am mutant was 75«7
segments were 42

fim

mean lengths of the linear

for the wild-type and 4-7

fim

for the am mutant.

Thus from their size and conformation most of the "V"s apparently

Pairs of apparent replicative forks or loops! — The phage
strain from which the DNA was obtained and the time of
pulse label are: (a) amNG576» 35-^0 min; (b) amNG576>
70-75 min; (c) T4D, 10-15 min; (d) and (e) amNG576, 70-75
min; (f) T'+D, 35-^0 min; (g) amNG576, 35-^0 min. In the
case of (a), (b) and (g) a diagrammatic interpretation of
the pulse labeled DNA is shown with the presumed associ
ated unlabeled DNA indicated by dashed lines. Scale bar
represents 50 /xm.

represent undissociated replicating forks.

About 20?o of these fork

structures were associated in pairs in which the two forks were within
a few hundred

fim

of each other.

All of these pairs are shown in Figure

5. The structures in panels (a) and (b) of Figure 5 appear to reflect
bidirectional replication in a replicative loop that was already formed
before addition of the label. Panels (c) and (f) show two replicative
forks apparently associated in a common structure and having the same
direction of movement.

The pairs of forks in panels (d) and (e) also

appear to be part of a common structure because of their proximity to
each other but their relationship is unclear. The two loops shown in
panel (g) apparently arose when two initiations occurred at nearby
sites soon after addition of the label.

Calculation of Rates of Elongation
in Nucleotides Per Second
When DNA is spread on a Killipore filter the number of nucleo
tide pairs per unit length may be influenced by the filter surface.
To determine the number of nucleotide pairs per unit length of phage
DNA on this surface the lengths of chromosomes extracted from mature
phage were used as a standard. Lengths of phage chromosomes on the
shiny sides of Millipore membranes were measured in autoradiographs of
DNA released from mature phage by osmotic shock or perchlorate treat
ment (Bernstein 1970). The lengths of 387 chromosomes were determined
and the distribution shown in Figure 6 was obtained. Examples of these
chromosomes are shown in Figure 3 (g) and (h). The mean length was

36.8

fim

and only JP/o were longer than ^5

fitn.

The mean length was used

in determining the autoradiographic length to mass standard since this
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Figure 6. Histogram of the lengths of autoradiographic tracks of
DNA extracted from mature phage. — The median length
was 36.9 fim and the mean length was 36.8 fim. Five
Millipore filters were scanned and 3^7 DNA tracks were
measured. Short stretches of DNA were regarded as
fragments and not included. Examples of measured
tracks are shown in Figure 3«

value should correct for effects such as stretching when DNA interacts
with the filter surface. The methods employed for release of DNA from
mature phage are more harsh than for release of intracellular DNA, and
fragmentation is expected. In selecting configurations on the autoradiographs for measurement, small broken fragments were avoided.
The molecular weights of phage T4 and T2 chromosomes are used
to determine the number of nucleotide pairs per phage chromosome equiv
alent. The average of ten molecular weight determinations compiled by
Bernstein (1970) and a more recent determination of Klotz and Zimm

g

(1972) was 1.20 x 10

daltons. Using the average molecular weight per

nucleotide of J>b2 daltons for T^ and 336.5 daltons for T2 (Bernstein
C 1
C
1970) we can calculate that there are 1.77 x 10 - 0.09 x 10 nucleo
tide pairs per phage chromosome.
In Table 2, column 6, the mean rates of replication in fim/min
as determined from the histograms in Figure k, can be expressed in
chromosome equivalents/min (column 7) by dividing each rate by the
mean length of the mature chromosome (36.8 /xm).

These figures can

then be converted to nucleotides/s by multiplying column 7 by 1.77 x
C
10 and dividing by 60 to express the rate on a per second basis.
As shown in Table 2, column 8, the rate of elongation of wildtype T4 DNA at 37°C appears to be lower than the rate measured at 30°C
in the first experiment. This may be due to the Casamino acids present
in the medium of the 30°C experiment. In addition the rate of elonga
tion at 30°C is based on the measurement of only two individual forks
which fall with the 37°C distribution of Figure b, so the apparent
difference may not be significant. We find that the rates of

Table 2. Characteristics of pulse labeled phage T4 DNA.
(1)

(2)

Interval
of
Phage
Pulse
Strain (min)
T4D

(3)
CO
Label
Given
during
Exponential
(E) or
Number
linear
of
(L)
Tracks
Synthesis Measured

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Rate of
Elongation
Rate
Mean
(Chromosome
of
Length
equivalent/ (Nucleo
DNA
of
tides/s) Increase
Track
min)
(r)»
(k)c
(^m) (/zm/min)
b

(10)

Growing
Points
Chromosome
Equivalent
(g)d

46.8

9.36

0.254

749

0.14

0.55

36.3

7.26

0.197

581

0.14

0.71

424

16.1

6.44

0.175

516

0.14

0.80

E

256

43.2

8.64

0.235

693

0.03'*

0.14

35-40

E

133

47.2

9.Mi

0.257

758

0.034

0.13

70-75

L

330

51.7

10.3'+

0.281

829

0.035

0.12

E

35-40

L

35-37.5

L

arrNG576 10-15

379

cOcO

10-15

a. The rate of elongation in chromosome equivalents/min(r) is obtained by dividing the rate in
fim/min(column 6) by the mean length of the phage chromosome on Millipore membranes (36.8 /im).
b. The rate of elongation in nucleotides/s is obtained by multiplying the values in column 7 by
1.77 x 105 (the number of base-pairs in a phage chromosome) and dividing by 60 (to convert to s).
c. The estimates of k are derived from the DNA synthesis curves shown in Figures 7(a) and (b) and
8(a) and (b) and as described in the text. The values shown here are equal to kg if they are
exponential phase values and kj, if they are linear phase values.
d. The number of growing points/chromosome equivalent of template DNA is equal to gg for exponential
phase values and gL for linear phase values. The values r;iven here were calculated from the re
lationships kg=r^,.gg, and
which were obtained as described in the text.
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elongation of wild-type and amNG576 fall within the range of 516 to 829
nucleotides/sec (Table 2, column 8).

The Hates of DNA Increase During the
Exponential and Linear Phases in
Wild-type Infected Cells
The course of DNA increase in wild-type phage infected cells
growing at 37°C, under the same conditions as those in the pulse ex
periments, as shown in Figure 7a (semi-logarithmic plot) and 7b (linear
plot). The data in Figures 7 and 8 were contributed by Charles Minner
and Dr. H. Bernstein (McCarthy et al. 1976). DNA increase starts at
about 6 min after infection, proceeds exponentially until 17 min and
then follows a linear course.

It can be seen that an exponential curve

(a straight line on a semi-log graph) followed by a linear curve (a
straight line on a linear graph) joined at a point where their slopes
are just equal gives a total curve which accurately reflects the data.
The doubling time during the exponential phase is ^.6 min.
Dr. Carol Bernstein has defined the parameters relating the
exponential and linear phases of phage T^ DNA increase.

V/e can use the

equation N^ = NQexp(kj,t) to represent the exponential increase of DNA
during the early part of infection, where N

is the amount of DNA

present at an arbitrary point and N^ is the amount present after time
t. In exponential increase the amount of DNA made at any time is pro
portional to the amount of DNA present in the cell. The rate constant
kj, is expressed in "fold increase in DNA per min."

To calculate the

value of kg corresponding to a doubling time of *+.6 min the above
equation is used with N^/N
0.14 fold/min.

set at 2.

This gives a value of kg of

Figure 7. DNA accumulation in wild-type infected cells.
In panel (a), DNA accumulation was measured as incorporation
of /~^{7thymidine into TCA precipitable material by the
procedures described in the Materials and Methods. This
curve represents the average results from 21 separate ex
periments. In each experiment the amount of DNA accumulated
at 35 min was set at 100 units and the counts at all other
times normalized against this value. At each of the times
indicated the mean amount of DNA accumulated and the esti
mated standard error of the mean are given. This plot shows
that the initial increase in DNA is exponential with a
doubling time (tp) of k.6 min, and that the transition from
exponential to linear increase occurs when about 29 units
of DNA have been made. In panel (b), the data shown in
panel (a) are replotted here on a linear scale. The curve
shows that late DNA synthesis occurs at a linear rate (kj)
of ^+.0 units per minute. The inset presents on an expanded
scale the initial stages of synthesis including the transi
tion from exponential to linear synthesis. Again we can
see that the transition to a linear mode of synthesis
occurs when about 29 units of DNA have been made.
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Figure 7. DNA accumulation in wild-type infected cells. — (a) Semilogarithmic plot.
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Figure 7 continued. DNA accumulation in wild-type infected cells.
(b) Linear plot.

Figure 8. DNA accumulation by amNG5?6(gene 52).
(a) The curve represents the results from six individual
experiments. Each mutant experiment was run in
_
parallel with a wild-type control. The amount of / H/thymidine incorporated at 35 min by wild-type was set
at 100 units and the incorporation by the mutant at each
time noint was normalized against the wild-type 35 rain
value. At each of the times indicated the mean amount
of DNA accumulated and the estimated standard error of
the mean are given. This plot shows that at early
times DNA increase is exponential with a doubling time
of 20 min, and that the transition from exponential to
linear increase occurs when about 65 units of DNA have
been made.
(b) In panel (b), the data shown in panel (a) are replotted
on a linear scale. The curve shows that late DNA in
crease occurs at a linear rate (kj) of 2.3 units per
minute. The transition from exponential to linear
increase occurs at about 65 units of DNA.
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Figure 8. DNA accumulation by amNG576(gene 52). — (a) Semilogarithmic plot.
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Exponential DNA replication can occur if the formation of new
growing points keeps pace with the increase in DNA so that the number
of growing points per unit of DNA remains constant. During the ex
ponential phase of DNA increase, the number of replicative growing
points would also increase exponentially.

Two possible models can be

proposed to account for the subsequent shift to linear increase. On
the one hand we can assume that exponential increase continues until
all the replicative complexes, or all of some other cellular constit
uent required for formation of new growing points, become fully util
ized.

When this occurs exponential increase gives way to linear

increase with the number of growing points per cell remaining constant.
On the other hand it might be that the transition to linear synthesis
occurs because of the onset of DNA packaging, which withdraws DNA from
the replicative pool.

To select between these alternatives Charles

Minner and H. Bernstein measured DNA increase with gene J>J> and 55 am
mutants which are unable to synthesize the late proteins needed for
morphogenesis and DNA packaging (Hosada and Levinthal 1968), but do
synthesize DNA at normal rates. Their measurements showed that here
too DNA increase was first exponential and then linear (McCarthy et al.
1976). The transition from exponential to linear increase occurred at
about the same time as in the wild-type infected cells (McCarthy et al.
1976). This implies that the change to linear synthesis is not de
pendent on withdrawal of DNA from the replicative pool by packaging.
As described above, at about 17 minutes after infection by
wild-type the increase in DNA changes from exponential to linear.
Linear increase can be represented by the equation N = k^t where N is

4-3
the amount of DNA synthesized during time t, and
stant in units of DNA/min. The rate constant

is the rate con
is equivalent to the

slope of the linear portion of the curve in Figure 7b and is equal to
4.0 units of DNA/min. The definition of a unit of DNA is given in the
lecrent to Figure 7a.
On the basis of our experiments with gene 33 and gene 55
mutants and the shape of the DNA increase curve we postulate that the
transition from exponential to linear increase occurs when an amount
of DNA is synthesized which saturates the limited number of available
replicative enzyme complexes so that the number of growing points
ceases to increase.

The amount of DNA present at the time of transi

tion is designated N^. and is regarded as the amount of "template DNA"
containing the final number of growing points. The value of N^ can be
obtained from the transition point in Figure 7a and b which occurs at
about 29 units of DNA.

The rate constant k^ (4.0 units/min) divided

by Nj. (29 units) is the rate (k^) at which the "template DNA" forms
new DNA. This has a value of 0.14-fold/min.
Since k^, (the rate constant during exponential synthesis) and
k^ (the rate constant during linear synthesis) both equal 0.1k-fold/
min it appears that the rate of DNA increase per chromosome equivalent
occupying the replicative complexes is constant throughout both the
exponential and linear phases of synthesis.

The Number of Growing Points Per Chromosome
Equivalent of Wild-type DNA
V.'e would expect the exponential phase rate constant k^, to be
equal to the rate of elongation r„ (in chromosome equivalents per min
£J

per growing point) times g^, the number of growing points per chromo
some equivalent.

Similarly in the linear phase

should be equal to

r^, the rate of elongation during the linear phase, times g^, the num
ber of growing points per chromosome equivalent present at the time of
transition to linear synthesis.
The values of r^, and r^ were obtained from the autoradiographs
as described in Table 2. The values of

and

were derived from

Figure 7a and b as described in the preceding section. The calculated
values of g^ and g^ are shown in Table 2, column 10. The number of
growing points per chromosome equivalent for wild-type varies from
0.55 during the exponential phase to 0.71 - 0.80 during linear syn
thesis.

The Number of Growing Points Per Chromosome
Equivalent in amNG576 DNA
DNA increase in cells infected at 37°C by amNG576 is shown in
Figure 8a (exponential plot) and 8b (linear plot).

In the case of the

am mutant, just as in the wild-type infection, DNA accumulation can be
accurately represented by an exponential curve (a straight line on a
semi-log plot) followed by a linear curve (a straight line on a linear
plot) joined at a point where their slopes are just equal.

The DNA

doubling time during exponential synthesis was 20 min which corre
sponds to a kg of 0.03^-fold/min.
The rate of DNA increase during the linear phase (k^) is 2.3
units/min and the amount of DNA at the transition point (N^) is 65
units. We can convert k^ to k^ if we divide k^ by N^. This gives a
value for k. of 0.035-fold/min.

As with wild-type, k^ and k_ for

arnNG5?6 are about equal (0.034 and 0.035) but these rates are 4-fold
less than the corresponding rates of wild-type. From the values for
r_ and r

Li

listed for the mutant in Table 2, column 7i we can calculate

gg (the number of growing points per chromosome equivalent of DNA
during exponential synthesis) and g^ (the number of growing points per
chromosome equivalent at the transition to linear synthesis). The
calculated values, listed in column 10 of Table 2, are 0.14 and 0.13
for g^ and 0.12 for g^.

V.'e see that the number of growing points per

chromosome equivalent is reduced in the mutant to 15-25^ of the wildtype values.

Sensitivity of Wild-type Phage T4 and
DNA-Delay am Mutants to Novobiocin
Novobiocin and the related drug coumermycin have been shown to
inhibit the DNA gyrase of E. coli (Gellert et al. 1976b).

Tf the E.

coli gyrase provides the function missing in infection by DNA-delay am
mutants, then growth of these mutants should be inhibited by novobiocin.
The data in Table 3 show that in the absence of the drug, gene
39, 52, GO and 58-61 mutants gave average burst sizes of 13, 24, 23 and
29 phage/cell, respectively, while wild-type T4 gave an average burst
of 117 phage/cell. V/hen infections were carried out in the presence
of 100

fig/ml

novobiocin, the growth of the gene 39, 52 and 60 am

mutants is reduced to 1% or less of the untreated cultures. However,
the burst size of the gene 58-61 mutant was only reduced to 40?o of the
untreated culture after drug treatment.

Wild-type phage T4 infected

cells showed no reduction in burst size when exposed to novobiocin.
The large reduction in burst size of the gene 39, 52 and 60 mutants

k6

Fable 3-

Effect of novobiocin on burst size of wild-type phage TU and
DNA-delay am mutants in E. coli S/6/5 (su~ and novobiocinsensitive).

Phage
Strain

Burst Size
hovobiocm
Untreated
(100 ^g/ml)

Relative Burst Size^
Novobiocin/Untreated

Tto)
wild-type

117(3)'

109(3)

0.93

1

0.10

Gene 39
amNll6

13(3)

0.1(3)

0.010 - 0.002

24(2)

0.2(2)

0.008 i 0.007

23(1)

0.1(1)

0.00^+3

Gene 52
amE12^0
Gene 60
amE30Q
Gene 58-61
amHL627

29(2)

11(2)

o.ko

- 0.005

a. The values shown are the average of the number of experiments
indicated in parenthesis.
b. Where relative burst size determinations were repeated, the mean
value is given with the estimated standard error of the mean.

by novobiocin suggests that the host gyrase may be required for the
growth of these DKA-delay am mutants. The observation that growth of
wild-type T*f is unaffected by the drug, even though host gyrase is
normally inhibited by it, suggests that the wild-type products of the
DNA-delay genes either protect the host gyrase or can compensate for
its loss of function.

Effect of Coumermycin-resistant Host Gyrase
on Sensitivity of DNA-Delay am Mutants
to Coumermycin
Coumermycin, like the related drug novobiocin, inhibits the
gyrase of E. coli (Gellert et al. 1976b). E. coli K12 strains have a
permeability barrier to novobiocin but not coumermycin (Gellert et al.
1976b) so that genetic experiments involving E. coli K12 derivatives
can be more easily done with coumermycin than novobiocin. The E. coli
K12 strains N17^7 (coumermycin-sensitive) and N17^8 (coumermycinresistant) were gifts from Dr. K. Gellert. Growth of N17^7 is inhib
ited at concentrations of coumermycin as low as 15 jig/ml.

N17^7 yields

gyrase extracts that are both coumermycin and novobiocin-sensitive.
E. coli N1748 was derived by spontaneous mutation from N17^7 and is
resistant to concentrations of coumermycin as high as 60 y.g/ml in
liquid culture.

N17*+8 also yields gyrase extracts which are resistant

to both coumermycin and novobiocin (Gellert et al. 1976b). Since these
E.* coli strains contain an amber suppressor, _su

derivatives were con

structed by crossing N17^7 and N17^8 to Hfr6 (Table 1). E. coli AZ100
and AZ101 are respectively coumermycin-sensitive su
resistant su

segregants from these crosses.

and coumermycin-

kS

Table k shows the effect of the antibiotic coumermycin on DNAdelay am mutants infecting the coumermycin-sensitive strain AZ100 and
the gyrase-altered, coumermycin-resistant strain AZ101.

In infections

of AZ100, the DNA-delay mutants gave burst sizes similar to that seen
on E. coli S/6/5 (Table 3)»

If infected AZ100 cells were exposed to

coumermycin (50 fig/ml) throughout infection, the growth of gene 39, 52
and SO am mutants was reduced to 0.3% or less of the untreated controls.
The gene 58-61 mutant showed a small reduction in burst size, to

of

the control value. The wild-type T*f infection was unaffected by growth
in the presence of coumermycin.

Thus, the effects of coumermycin on

the growth of the DNA-delay mutants infecting AZ100 parallel the
effects of the related antibiotic novobiocin on mutant infected E. coli

s/6/5.
The data on Table b also show that reversion of the DNA-delay
mutations restores the coumermycin resistance of the formerly sensitive
phage strains to wild-type levels of coumermycin resistance. This
implies that it is the am mutations themselves that cause the drug
sensitivity rather than some other background effect.
When coumermycin-resistant E. coli AZ101 was infected by
mutants representing the four DNA-delay genes, the characteristic
growth of the DNA-delay mutants was again evident with burst sizes
ranging from 6.2 - 19 phage/cell (Table

column 5)•

The mutant in

fections of AZ101 in the presence of coumermycin gave burst sizes that
were 21 to 79% of the untreated control values.

Thus, these DNA-delay

mutants were relatively insensitive to coumermycin in the coumermycinresistant host. Since AZ101 should differ from AZ100 only in having a

Table k. Effect of coumermycin on burst size of wild-type phage T'f and DNA-delay am mutants in
E. coli AZ100 (coumermycin-sensitive) and A7J101 (coumermycin-resistant).

Phage
Strain

AZIOO (coumermycin-sensitive)
Relative
Burst Size
Burst Size
Coumermycin/
Coumermycin
Untreated
Untreated
(50 ng/ml)

AZ100 (coumermycin-resistant)
Relative
Burst Size
Burst Size
Coumermycin
Coumermycin/
Untreated
(50 /ip/ml)
Untreated

T*fD
wild-type

103

115

1.12

113

0.003

14

98

0.87

Gene 39
amNll6
amNll6Ra

7.5
130

0.02
137

3.0

0.21

2.5

O.'fO

3.6

0.2b

1.05

Gene 52
amE^O

15

amE1240R

20

amNG576

14

0.009

18

0.0006

6.2

0.91

0.0k

0.003

0.002

0.0002

Gene 60
amE300
amE300R

9.6
209

186

15

0.89

Gene 58-61
amHL627

17

10.8

0.65

amJIL627R

27

28

1.03

19

15

0.79

a. amNll6R, amE12^0R, amE300R and amHL627R are revertants of the respective am mutant alleles.

coumermycin-resistant gyrase, the sensitivity of the DNA-delay mutants
to coumermycin should reflect the sensitivity of the host gyrase to
the drug.

This again implies that the growth of the DNA-delay am

mutants is dependent on a functional host DNA gyrase.

Effect of Host himB Mutation on Burst Size of
V'ild-tyne Phage
and the DNA-Delay am Mutants
E. coli mutations, called himB", have been isolated (Killer,
personal communication 1977) which are defective in gyrase catalyzed
supercoiling of closed circular DNA.

The himB mutations cotransduce

greater than 99.5?-' with coumermycin resistance in phage PI mediated
transductions (Miller, personal communication 1977).
Burst size experiments were carried out on wild-type (himB"1")
E. coli K-37 and himB

E. coli K-807«

These strains are thought to

be isogenic except for the himB locus (Miller, personal communication
1977).

Column 2 of Table 5 shows the burst sizes of wild-type phage

T*f and gene 39i 52- 60 and 58-61 am mutants in himB+. Wild-type gave
a burst of 117 phage/cell while the DNA-delay mutants gave burst sizes
varying between 18-31 phage/cell on himB+ E. coli. When infections
were carried out in the himB~ host, wild-type phage and the gene 58-6I
am mutant showed only a small reduction in burst size (to

and 31#

respectively, of the burst size in hin®+). For the gene 39, 52 and
60 am mutants, burst size was reduced to less than 1 phage/cell in the
himB

host.

himB

host parallel the effects of coumermycin and novobiocin on these

mutants.

The reductions in growth of the DNA-delay mutants in the

This again suggests that growth of the DNA-delay mutants is

dependent on a fully functional host gyrase.
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Table 5-

Effect of host himB mutation on burst size of wild-type
phage T4 and DNA-delay am mutants.

Phage
Strain

Burst Size
K-37 (himB"1")
K-807 (himB-)

Relative 3urst Size
himB~/himB+

T4D
wild-type

117(2)a

47(2)a

0.46 ± 0.20

Gene 39
amNll6

21

0.30

0.01

40

0.16

0.005

18

0.44

0.024

31

9.7

0.31

Gene 52
amNG576
Gene 60
amE300
Gene 58-61
amIIL627

a. The value shown is the average of two experiments.
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Sensitivity of Wild-type
and DNADelav am Mutants to Nalidixic Acid
Nalidixic acid is a specific inhibitor of DMA synthesis in
E. coli (Gross, Deitz and Cook 1965).

The E. coli nalA gene codes for

the target protein of nalidixic acid.

Mutations allowing growth in

high concentrations of nalidixic acid map in the nalA gene. The pro
duct of the E. coli nalA gene (Fnal) has been purified and shown to
possess a nalidixic acid-sensitive nicking-closing activity. The pro
duct of the nalA gene appears to interact with the target protein of
coumermycin to form the gyrase of E. coli. Nalidixic acid inhibits
the gyrase catalyzed supercoiling of closed circular DNA (Sugino et al.
1977; Gellert et al. 1977).
In the experiments described in previous sections, a reduction
in burst size of the DNA-delay am mutants resulted when the
coumermycin-sensitive component of gyrase v/as inhibited. To test the
effect of inhibition of the nalidixic acid-sensitive component of
gyrase on the burst size of wild-type T*+ and the DNA-delay mutants,
burst size measurements were made in the presence of 100 fig/ml
nalidixic acid or in the absence of the drug in a nalidixic acidsensitive su

host (E. coli V/3550). When infecting su" E. coli W3550

in the absence of nalidixic acid, wild-type T^ gives a normal burst of
phage (106 phage/cell) while the DNA-delay am mutants tested showed
characteristic low burst sizes ranging from 3 to 9 phage/cell (Table 6).
When infections were carried out in the presence of nalidixic acid, the
burst sizes of wild-type and the DNA-delay mutants were reduced to a
comparable extent, relative burst sizes (nalidixic acid

Table 6. Effect of nalidixic acid on burst size of wild-type phap;e T't and DNA-delay am mutants in
E. coli W3550 and E. coli IIG3 (nalA).

Phage
Strain

V/3550 (nalidixic acid-sensitive)
Burst Size
Relative Burst Size
Nalidixic Acid/
Untreated Nalidixic Acid
Untreated
(100 fxg/ml)

HG3 (nalidixic acid-resistant)
Burst Size
Relative Burst Size
Nalidixic Acid/
Untreated Nalidixic Acid
Untreated
(100 hr/ml)

Tto
wild-type

106

11

0.10

150

98

0.65

Gene 39
amNll6

3

0.40

0.13

13

8

0.62

7

0.08

0.01

36

20

O.56

9

0.50

0.06

32

11

0.3^

Gene 60
amE300
Gene 58-61
amHL627

treated/untreated) varying from 0.01 - 0.13. The relative burse size
of wild-type phage T*f treated with 100
the untreated control.

fig/ml

nalidixic acid is

10?o

of

This is consistent with the relative burst

sizes of wild-type phage Hk observed by Baird, Bourguignon and
Sternglanz (1972) at 10 /zg/ml (65?o of untreated control) and 50 fig/ml
(3of untreated control).
To determine if the sensitivity of phage T4 to nalidixic acid
was a reflection of the drug sensitivity of the nalA gene product of
the host, a nalidixic acid-resistant derivative (E. coli HG3) of
E. coli V/3350 v/as used as a host in burst size experiments.
When infecting E. coli HG3, the nalA host, in the absence of
nalidixic acid, gene 39» 60 and 58-61 am mutants gave burst sizes
ranging from 13 to 36 phage/cell while v;ild-type T4 gave a burst of
150 phage/cells. Wild-type T*f and the DNA-delay mutants infecting the
nalA host in the presence of nalidixic acid were relatively resisteint
to the effects of the drug compared to infections of the nalidixic
acid-sensitive host under similar conditions.

The burst sizes of wild-

type phage and the DNA-delay mutants in the presence of the drug were
0.3^ to O.65 of the untreated control values. Relative burst sizes
were on the average, 7-fold higher in the nalA host than in the wildtype E. coli strain (Table 6). The dependence of wild-type phage Tk
growth on a functional nalA gene product suggests that the E. coli
gyrase may be utilized for phage growth in wild-type T^ as well as in
DNA-delay mutant infections. The possible role of the nalA gene pro
duct is considered in the Discussion.
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Effect of Novobiocin on DNA Synthesis by
Wild-type Phage and DNA-Delay am Mutants
Novobiocin is a specific inhibitor of DNA synthesis in E. coli
(Smith and Davis 1967; Staudenbauer 1975) and the cell free replication
systems of ColEl (Staudenbauer 1976) and 0X17^ replicative form DNA
(Sumida-Yasumoto, Yudelevich and Hurwitz 1976). To determine the
effect of novobiocin on phage T^ DNA synthesis, DNA synthesis of wildtype Tk and DNA-delay mutant infected E. coli S/6/5 was measured as
incorporation of /

thymidine into acid insoluble material at 37°C

in the presence and absence of novobiocin.
Figure 9 shows the DNA synthesis of wild-type phage T4 in
E. coli S/6/5. In the absence of novobiocin, incorporation began at
about 5 rain after infection and the amount incorporated increased
exponentially until 25 min after infection, as shown by the linear
shape of the DNA incorporation curve on a semi-logarithmic plot (in
sert Fig. 9a)•

At 25 min after infection there was a transition from

exponential to linear DNA synthesis as shown by the linear shape of
the incorporation curve on the linear plot of Figure 9a»

The point of

transition from exponential to linear synthesis is indicated as the
point at which the dashed line diverges from the DNA synthesis curve
in the insert of Figure 9a. As discussed above, exponential DNA syn
thesis occurs when the number of DNA growing points in the cell in
creases to remain in a constant proportion to the enlarging content of
phage DNA in the cell. For wild-type T1* there is about one growing
point/chromosome equivalent of template DNA during the exponential
phase of DNA synthesis (Werner 1968b, and Table 2). Thus, the

Figure 9. Phage DNA synthesis in the presence of novobiocin.
/-•3H/thymidine
—
DNA synthesis was measured as incorporation of /
into acid insoluble material as described in Materials and
Methods. Determinations of DNA synthesis were made after
infection of E. coli S/6/5 in the absence of novobiocin (•)
and subsequent to addition of the drug at 1.5 min (A)*
6 min (i), 12 min (•), 25 min (o) and 60 min (•). The data
is plotted using linear coordinates. In the inserts DNA
synthesis in the absence of novobiocin is replotted on a
semi-logarithmic scale. The semi-logarithmic plots show
that the initial increases in DNA are exponential. This is
followed in each case by a transition to the linear in
crease as shown in the linear plot. The phage strains used,
the final concentrations of novobiocin in the drug treated
cultures, and the times of transition from exponential to
linear DNA increase are, respectively:
(a) T*fD(wild-type), 300

fig/ml,

25 minutes;

(b) amNll6(gene 39)* 100 ^g/ml, 30 minutes^
(c) amNG576(gene 52), 300 /zg/ml, 60 minutes;
(d) amE300(gene 60), 300 fig/ml, DNA increase was exponen
tial throughout the experiment;
(e) amHL627(gene 58-61), 300 /ig/ml, 60 minutes.
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Figure 9 continued. Phage DNA synthesis in the presence of novobiocin.
— (e) DNA synthesis in amHL627 infected cells.

exponential phase of phage DNA synthesis represents a period of fre
quent initiations of DNA growing points as each generation of newly
made DNA enters the replicating pool. Previous results suggest that
the transition to linear incorporation represents the point at which
the number of growing points in the cell reaches an upper limit (V7erner
1968b). From this point DNA increases in a linear fashion from a con
stant number of growing points (about one growing point/chromosome
equivalent of template DNA (Table 2).
V.'hen novobiocin was added at a final concentraiton of 300 fig/ml
to wild-type T4 infected cells at various times after infection there
v/as no inhibition of DNA synthesis, as shown in Figure 9a. The curves
representing wild-type phage T*+ DNA synthesis in the presence of novo
biocin are superimposable on the untreated control curve of DNA synthe
sis. This result is in agreement with the previous finding that the
burst size of wild-type T4 is unaffected by novobiocin (Table 3)«

DNA synthesis was also measured in phage strains carrying muta
tions in genes 39(amNll6), 52(_amHG576), 60(amE300) and gene 58-6I(amHL627) as shown in Figure 9b, c, d and e.

In the absence of novo

biocin the DNA synthesis by each mutant began at about the same time
as in a wild-type infection, 5-7 min after infection, and proceeded
exponentially (linear curves on semi-logarithmic coordinates in inserts
of Figure 9b, c, d and e). The rates of exponential synthesis were
lower than the rates observed in wild-type T^ infected cells and in
every case the transition to linear incorporation was delayed relative
to wild-type infection. In the case of amE300, DNA increased
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exponenticilly throughout the experiment showing no transition to linear
synthesis for at least 100 min after infection (insert, Fig. 9d).
Novobiocin was added at various times after infection at a
final concentration of 300 /zg/ml to gene 52, 60 and 58-61 mutant in
fected cells. In the case of the gene 39 mutant the final concentra
tion of novobiocin added at various times after infection was 100 /ig/ml.
It can be seen that the expected increases in the rates of DNA synthe
sis characteristic of the exponential phase were inhibited in the
mutants if the drug was added early in infection.

The gene 58-61

mutant amHL627 (Fig. 9e) showed the smallest inhibition of DNA synthe
sis after addition of the drug consistent with the low inhibition of
burst size of amHL627 by novobiocin (Table 3)«

In each mutant infec

tion, with the exception of the gene 60 mutant amE300, novobiocin was
added during both the exponential and linear phases of incorporation.
In the case of amE300, because of the long exponential phase, novo
biocin was only added during the exponential phase. The transitions
from exponential to linear DNA synthesis of the untreated controls are
indicated in the inserts to Figure 9b, c, d and e as the points at
which the dashed lines diverge from the curves of DNA synthesis. In
the case of each of the DNA-delay mutants, DNA synthesis was inhibited
if novobiocin was added during the exponential phase of DNA synthesis.
Addition of the drug at progressively later times during the exponen
tial phase resulted in progressively less inhibition of further DNA
synthesis as shown by the increasing slopes of the drug treated DNA
synthesis curves representing progressively later addition of the drug.
Addition of novobiocin after the transitions to linear DNA synthesis

in the mutant infected cells resulted in no inhibition of further DMA
synthesis (Fig 9b, c and e). Thus, novobiocin only inhibits DMA syn
thesis in the DNA-delay mutant infected cells if added during the
exponential period when initiation of growing points is expected to be
occurring. In the case of the gene 60 defective mutant which exhibited
exponential synthesis throughout infection, novobiocin inhibited
further DNA synthesis following each addition of the drug during the
course of infection (Fig. 9d). In gene 52 and 60 mutants, DNA synthe
sis underwent an immediate transition from exponential to linear
increase after addition of novobiocin during the exponential phase of
DNA synthesis (Fig. 9c and d). This immediate shift from exponential
to linear DNA synthesis suggests that novobiocin prevents further in
crease in the number of growing points. In the gene 39 mutant infected
cells (Fig. 9b) the inhibition of DNA synthesis by novobiocin was
neither as rapid nor as severe as with the gene 52 and 60 mutants.
This is probably a reflection of the lower concentration of the drug
used in the case of gene 39 mutant infections since these infections
were exposed to 100 ^g/ml of novobiocin while the gene 52 and 60 mutant
infections v/ere exposed to 300

fig/ml

of the drug. It is likely that

novobiocin does not inhibit DNA elongation in the DNA-delay mutant in
fected cells since addition of the drug during the linear phase of DNA
synthesis has no effect on subsequent DNA synthesis.

Effect of Coumermvcin on DNA Synthesis of
Wild-type Phage T^t and a Gene 52 am Mutant
To test the sensitivity of phage DNA synthesis to coumermycin,
the incorporation of ^/~"^H/7thymidine into acid insoluble material in

the presence and absence of coumermycin was measured in wild-type and
a gene 52 mutant (amNG576) infection (Fig. 10).
Figure 10a represents the DNA synthesis of wild-type phage T*+
in E. coli AZ100. E. coli AZ100 contains a coumermycin-sensitive
gyrase. DNA synthesis in the wild-type

infected cells began at

about 7 min after infection and proceeded exponentially until the
transition to linear DNA synthesis at 13 minutes after infection
(linear curve on semi-logarithmic insert in Fig. 10a).

Addition of

coumermycin at a final concentration of 37.5 /zg/ml at any time during
either the exponential or linear phase of DNA synthesis had no effect
on further DNA synthesis as expected from the lack of coumermycin
inhibition of wild-type burst size (Table k).
In the case of amNG576 infected E. coli AZ100, incorporation
of label appeared to begin at about 12 minutes after infection and
proceeded esponentially until about 25 minutes after infection as shown
by the serai-logarithmic plot of DNA synthesis in the insert of Figure
10b. In the mutant infected cells, the exponential and the subsequent
linear DNA synthesis occurred at slower rates than in the wild-type
infected AZ100. The transition from exponential to linear DNA syn
thesis was also delayed relative to the wild-type infection. V/hen
coumermycin was added at 37.5 /ig/ml to amNG576 infected E. coli AZ100,
further DNA increase v/as inhibited if the drug was added during the
exponential phase.

Addition of the drug during the linear phase of

DNA synthesis had no effect on further DNA synthesis. The curves of
DNA synthesis subsequent to addition of the drug at 25 and 60 minutes
(during the linear phase) are superimposable on the linear untreated

Figure 10. Phage DNA synthesis in the presence of coumermycin.
DIJA synthesis was followed as incorporation of /_ 7thymidine into acid insoluble material as described in
Materials and Methods. Determinations of DNA synthesis
were made in the absence of coumermycin (•) and after
addition of the drug to 37.5 Mg/ml at 1.5 ml (A), 6 min
(A), 12 min (•), 25 min (o) and 60 min (•) after infec
tion. In the inserts, DNA synthesis in the absence of
coumermycin was plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale.
The semi-logarithmic plots show that the initial in
creases in DNA are exponential and are followed by
transitions to the linear increases shown in the linear
plots. The phage and E. coli strains used and the times
of transition from exponential to linear synthesis were,
respectively:
(a) T^DCwild-type), E. coli AZ100 (cous) 13 minutes;
(b) amNG576(gene 52), E. coli AZ100 (cous) 25 minutes;
(c) amNG576(gene 52), E. coli AZ101 (cour), incorporation
leveled off before transition to linear synthesis.
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Figure 10. Phage DNA synthesis in the presence of coumermycin.
(a) V/ild-type infected AZ100.
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Figure 10 continued. Phage DNA synthesis in the presence of coumermycin. — (b) amNG576 infected AZ100.
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Fifrure 10 continued. Phage DNA synthesis in the presence of coumermycin. — (c) amHG576 infected AZ101.
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control curve of DNA synthesis (Fig. 10b).

Addition of the drug during

the exponential phase did not result in an immediate shift to linear
incorporation in the drug treated culture. Since the concentration of
coumermycin used in the incorporation experiment gave only a partial
reduction in burst size (data not shown), this may reflect an incom
plete effect of the drug on DNA synthesis. When coumermycin was added
at progressively later times during the exponential phase of DNA syn
thesis the resulting drug treated DNA synthesis curves showed progres
sively greater slopes indicating that, like novobiocin, coumermycin
inhibits DNA synthesis to a progressively smaller extent as the
exponential phase progresses.
To eliminate the possibility that the inhibition of phage DNA
synthesis by coumermycin was the result of the inhibition of some phage
or host factor other than gyrase, the effect of coumermycin on DNA
synthesis of amNG576 was measured in E. coli AZ101, the gyrase-altered,
coumermycin-resistant strain (Fig. 10c). In the absence of coumermycin,
incorporation of label began at about 7 rciin after infection and pro
ceeded exponentially until about JO min after infection, when incor
poration beean to level off (semi-logarithmic insert in Fig. 10c).
Addition of coumermycin at any time during the course of infection had
no effect on subsequent DNA synthesis. The curves of DNA synthesis in
the drug treated cells are superimposable on the curve of the untreated
infection.
The coumermycin resistance of DNA synthesis by the gene 52
mutant in the coumermycin-resistant, gyrase-altered host indicates
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that the coumermycin inhibition of mutant phage DNA synthesis in the
coumermycin-sensitive host results from the inhibition of the sensitive
host gyrase.

Thus, efficient DNA synthesis during the exponential

phase of DNA-delay mutant DNA synthesis depends on a fully functional
host gyrase.

DISCUSSION

Accuracy of Estimated Elongation Rates
We have reported here estimates of elongation rates of phage
T4 DNA based on direct measurements in autoradiographs of pulse labeled
DNA segments. These measurements are subject to several possible
sources of error.

Underestimates of elongation rates could occur by-

breakage or by recombination of the pulse labeled segments, or by slow
equilibration of nucleotide pools after addition of labeled thymidine.
On the other hand, overestimates of elongation rates could occur by
joining of separately initiated tandem replicating sequences.
Breakage or recombination would be more likely to shorten the
5 min pulse labeled segments than the 2.5 min segments, although if
these processes were very extensive they would tend to fragment both
types of segment to a common small average size. A delay in incor
porating labeled nucleotides into DNA could shorten the 2.5 min labeled
segments relatively more than the 5 min labeled segments. Joining of
tandem sequences should lengthen the 5 min pulse labeled segments more
than the 2.5 min labeled segments since the longer segments would tend
to run into each other more frequently.
The mean length of the segments pulse labeled from 35 to 37.5
min was 16.1 fim, and from 35 to kO min was 36.3 ^m. The 5 min labeled
segments are thus about twice the length of the 2.5 min labeled seg
ments. Furthermore as shown in Figure kb and c the distributions of
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lengths in the two cases were similar after adjusting for the two-fold
difference in labeling period.

These results therefore suggest that

our estimates of elongation rates are largely free of the sources of
error discussed above, although the finding that the 5 min pulse
lengths are 125$ longer than twice the 2.5 min pulse lengths indicates
some running together of pulse labeled segments.
In the autoradiographs from the first experiment in which all
of the DNA synthesized after infection was labeled, the spread out DMA
was typically in the form of long concatemers. This suggests that
fragmentation of the pulse labeled segments should not have been a
major problem in the subsequent pulse experiments where the procedures
for handling extracted DNA were as gentle as in the first experiment.
V/e observed in the Results (Fig. 3) that few of the pulse
labeled segments appeared to be intact forks with both branches asso
ciated. However to the small extent that intact forks were included
among the measured segments, average elongation rates would have been
overestimated. As shown in Figures 3 and 5 and noted in the Results
about 2C$ of observed pulse labeled forks were located close to a
second fork of similar length. V/e infer from the similarity in dimen
sions of the two forks in each pair that neither was disrupted by
breakage or recombination. These forks as expected, when measured
through both arms, had about twice the mean length of the overall
population of segments. In this collection of paired forks of wildtype and the mutant the mean lengths were 9k fim and 87 fim respectively
compared to the mean lengths of the corresponding segments of b2
and k7 /xm respectively. This suggests that estimates of elongation
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rates based on total numbers of segments were not greatly biased by
breakage, recombination or the inclusion of a small proportion of in
tact forks.
In the 10-15 min pulse experiments with wild-type and amNG576
the elongation rate may have been underestimated for the following two
reasons.

New initiations arising during a pulse labeling period add

short labeled segments to the population of segments from which the
elongation rate is calculated. This bias would be greatest in early
pulse periods because relatively few established growing points are
present at the start of labeling.

Also if the DNA during the 10-15 min

labeling period was still in the form of single chromosomes and had not
yet entered concatemers elongation would tend to terminate at the end
of the chromosome rather than continuing until the end of the labeling
period. With regard to the latter problem, our evidence suggests that
much (if not all) of the DNA at 10-15 min is in the form of concate
mers. It can be calculated from the data in Figure Ua and b and
Figure 6 that

of wild-type 5 min labeled segments and bk% of amI!G5?6

segments are longer than *+5 ^m, but that only yi of mature phage chromo
somes are longer than this.

Also if either of the above biases were

of substantial magnitude, we might expect that elongation rates deter
mined during the early periods would be much less than those during
later periods. However, as can be seen in Table 2, column 8, this is
not so.

Comparison of Our Estimates of DNA
Elongation Rates with Other Estimates
The rate of phage T*f DNA elongation has been previously esti
mated _in vivo (Werner 1968a and 1968b) and in vitro (Morris et al.
1975). Werner's estimate of elongation rate was 0.08 chromosome equiv
alents per rain which is less than half the rates determined by us for
wild-type (0.175 to 0.25*+ as shown in Table 2, column 7). However
since our infections were carried out at 37°C and Werner's were at
25°C, the different rates may not be inconsistent.
Morris et al. (1975)» using a cell free system containing the
purified products of six phage T*f genes and a temperature of 30°C ob
tained an elongation rate jln vitro which was mentioned to be about 800
nucleotides/sec. This estimate is in reasonable accord with our in
vivo estimates for wild-type which vary from 516 to 7^9 nucleotides/
sec.
In E. coli, DNA elongation rates were measured in autoradiographs by Kuempel, Prescott and Maglothin (1973) and by Rodriguez and
Davern (1976). The estimate of Kuempel et al. was 16.5 /im/min.
Rodriguez and Davern estimated a maximal rate of elongation in glucose
minimal medium at 25°G of 13-6 fim/min based on the longest pulse
labeled segments observed. However the elongation rate based on all
98 pulse labeled segments was 6.5 fim/min. The E. coli elongation rate
can also be calculated indirectly from the chromosome transit time
which is the time required to replicate from the chromosome origin to
the terminus.

Values of ho min (Bird and Lark 1968) and 65 min

(Pritchard and Saritzky 1970) have been determined in PI78 a low

thymidine requiring strain of E. coli 15T~. The contour lengths in
autoradiographs of 14 E. coli chromosomes were measured by Rodriguez,
Dalbey and Davern (1973)-

-he mean length was 868 fzm although indi

vidual values varied over a wide range. Using this mean length and
the two transit times given above, the elongation rate can be calcu
lated to be between 7 and 11 fim/min/fork if one also assumes that
replication is bidirectional (Hodriguez et al. 1973; Prescott and
Kuempel 1972). The elongation rates we determined for wild-type phage
T4 varied from

G.k to 9.^ ^m/min (Table 2, column 6). Thus our esti

mated rates are in reasonable accord with most of the E. coli estimates.
These E. coli and phage Tk DNA elongation rates can be directly com
pared since the number of nucleotides per unit length on Millipore
membranes are very similar for the two organisms (Bernstein 1970).
In eukaryotic cell lines the rate of DNA elongation appears to
be slower than in E. coli or phage T^. For instance in a recent autoradiograph study, Housman and Huberman (1975) found the rate of elon
gation in Chinese hamster ovary cells to vary during S phase from 0.2
to 0.6 fxm/min.

Growing Point Distributions
In our autoradiographs we found no evidence that growing points
are separated by distances of less than 0.2 of a chromosome equivalent
length as proposed by Werner (1968a and 1968b). Where we have observed
two neighboring forks (Figs. 2 and 3) the growing points were usually a
chromosome equivalent length or more apart (d of Fig. 3 is the excep
tion). The finding that the forks in Figure 2 have grain densities
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expected from heavy labeling in just one DNA strand as would result
from simple semiconservative replication also argues against cluster
ing of growing points. If growing points followed each other at close
intervals one or both of the individual arms in each fork should have
been heavily labeled in both strands of their DNA.
Although the evidence obtained by Werner (1968a and 1968b) in
dicated that growing points were closely clustered, he found the
average number of growing points per chromosome equivalent of DNA to
be only 1.0 to 1.5. These values together with our estimates of 0.55
and 0.80 indicate that the number of growing points per chromosome
equivalent of template DNA is close to one.
From the autoradiographs we cannot tell if DNA replication is
usually unidirectional or bidirectional. Configurations expected for
unidirectional synthesis (forks traveling in the same direction,
Figure J>c and f) and bidirectional synthesis forks traveling in oppo
site directions (Fig. 3a and b) were both found.
The initial round of phage Tk DNA replication has been exten
sively studied (for a review see Miller 1975)•

Evidence has been

obtained that replication is initiated in a bidirectional manner at
several specific sites per chromosome (e.g., Howe et al. 1973). How
ever, other results (e.g., Marsh, Breschkin and Mosig 1971) show that
there is a preferred site for initiation close to gene ^3 and that
replication from this site is unidirectional. Our evidence and that
of Werner (1968b) indicate that however many growing points per chromo
some equivalent are present at the start of synthesis, the number
approaches one in template DNA during subsequent rounds of replication.
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DNA Synthesis by a DNA-Delay Mutant
We have concluded that in the infections by the DNA-delay
mutant amNG576 the slow rate of DNA increase is due to a deficiency in
growing points per unit of DNA rather than to a slow rate of DNA elon
gation at each growing point.

By determining rates of DNA increase

from the kinetic data (Figs. 7 and 8) and rates of elongation from the
autoradiographic data (Fig. k) we have calculated that the number of
DNA growing points is from 0.55 to 0.80 per chromosome equivalent of
template DNA in wild-type but only 0.12 to 0.14 in the am mutant. To
account for the apparent deficiency of growing points in the mutant DNA
we postulate that the mutant is defective in the initial formation of
growing points, presumably in the interaction of a DNA initiation se
quence with a replicative enzyme complex. The result of Morris et al.
(1975) that normal rates of DNA elongation can be obtained in an in
vitro system containing the products of six phage T*t genes, but not
including the products of the four DNA-delay genes, implies that the
slow rate of DNA increase observed in the DNA-delay mutants is due to
a defect other than in elongation. Naot and Shalitin (1973) have shown
that a DNA-delay am mutant defective in gene 52 allowed expression of a
nucleolytic activity not present in wild-type and proposed that control
of this activity is essential for proper initiation of DNA replication.

DNA-Delay Gene 39» 52 and 60 am Mutants
Require a Functional Host DNA Gyrase
for Growth in su~ E. coli
Unlike most am mutants defective in essential genes, DNA-delay
am mutants can grow on su~ E. coli (Mufti and Bernstein 197^; Yegian
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et al. 1971). This characteristic growth of gene 39, 52 and 60 DNAdelay am mutants is greatly reduced by novobiocin and coumermycin
(Tables 3 and *0 •

These drugs have been shown to inhibit the gyrase

of E. coli (Gellert et al. 1976b). DNA-delay am mutants infecting a
host that is coumermycin-resistant due to an altered gyrase are able
to grow in the presence of the drug (Table *f). Thus, it appears that
the coumermycin sensitivity of the DNA-delay am mutants reflects the
drug sensitivity of the host gyrase. That growth of the DNA-delay am
mutants depends on a functional host gyrase is also indicated by the
large reduction in burst size observed when the phage mutants infect
an E. coli himB~ mutant which has a defective gyrase (Table 5)»
The relative insensitivity of the growth of the gene 58-61
mutant to inhibition of the host gyrase suggests that there may be two
classes of DNA-delay mutants.

One class, represented by gene 39, 52

and 60 am mutants, is dependent on the host gyrase for growth while the
other class, represented by the gene 58-61 am mutant, exhibits the DMAdelay phenotype but grows relatively well under conditions that inhibit
the host gyrase. Yegian et al. (1971) have also obtained evidence
implying that the gene 39, 52 and 60 mutants affect the same pathway
while the gene 58-61 mutant affects an independent function.

Broker

(1973) has observed that the gene 58-61 product may limit the activity
of the putative exonuclease controlled by genes k6 and k7. Thus, the
DNA-delay phenotype of the gene 58-61 mutant may be caused by the un
controlled activity of a T*f exonuclease, whereas the phenotype of the
gene 39, 52 and 60 mutants apparently results from defective gyrase
activity.

Models of DNA-Delay Gene Function:
Autonomous Phage Gyrase vs.
Adapted Host Gyrase
Our results imply that the host gyrase can partially substitute
for lack of the products of phage genes 39, 52 and 60. In addition,
the products of genes 39 and 52 have been shown to bind specifically to
DNA (Huang and Buchanan 197*0 as well as to the cell membrane (Huang
1975; Takacs and Rosenbusch 1975)•

Mufti and Bernstein (197*0 have

obtained evidence indicating an association of the gene 39 product with
the products of genes 52 and 60. Taken together the evidence suggests
that the products of genes 391 52 and 60 may interact at the membrane
either to modify the host gyrase (Fig. 11a) or to provide a separate
and distince gyrase (Fig. lib). The model shown in Figure 11a is a
modification of a proposal of Mufti and Bernstein (197*0• In this
model, the wild-type products of genes 39i 52 and 60 not only adapt
the host gyrase for interaction with phage DNA but also render is re
sistant to coumermycin and novobiocin.

Because no differential effect

was seen between the sensitivities of wild-type phage and the DNAdelay mutants we cannot tell if the nalA gene product interacts
directly with the DNA-delay gene products. The characteristic low
levels of growth in the DNA-delay am mutants would stem from the inef
ficient activity of the unaltered host gyrase when one of the modifying
phage DNA-delay gene products is incomplete. The lack of growth of the
two gene 39 Jts mutants at i+2°C (studied by Mufti and Bernstein 197*0
may result from inactivation of the host gyrase by the temperaturesensitive gene 39 protein.

Figure 11. Models of DNA-delay gene product interaction.
The size of the proteins are drawn proportional to the
molecular weights of P39, P52 (Huang 1975)» Pcou (Ryan
1976) and the product of the nalA gene (Pnal) (Sugino
et al. 1977). It is inferred that Pnal is in the monomer
form in E. coli gyrase based on the molecular weights of
Pcou (Ryan 1976) and the E. coli gyrase (Gellert et al.
1976a). The product of gene 60is represented as 2C$ of
the size of the gene 39 protein, as inferred from the
relative genetic map lengths of the two genes (Mufti and
Bernstein 197*0. The models are drawn to reflect the
interactions of P39 and P52 with the host membrane (Huang
1975; Takacs and Rosenbusch 1975) and with DNA (Huang and
' Buchanan 197*0 as well as the probable interactions of
P39 with P52 and P60 (Mufti and Bernstein 197*0• Inter
actions of P39, P52 and P60 with Pcou in (a) are inferred
as described in the Discussion.
The products of phage DNA-delay genes 39, 52 and 60 (P39,
P52 and P60, respectively) are proposed to form a complex
at the host membrane to provide a gyrase activity for
initiation of phage DNA replication. In (a), P39, P52
and P60 interact among themselves and with the coumermycinsensitive component (Pcou) of the host gyrase. In a wildtype Hk infection the host gyrase is adapted for initia
tion of phage DNA replication and is rendered resistant
to coumermycin by its interactions with P39t P52 and P60.
In this model the DNA-delay mutant phenotype results from
the inefficient activity of the unadapted host gyrase in
the absence of any one of the DNA-delay gene products.
The model in (b) represents the alternative situation in
which P39» P52 and P60 interact at the membrane to form
an autonomous phage gyrase. Inactivation of the phage
gyrase by an am mutation in any one of the three DNA-delay
genes results in its replacement by the host gyrase. In
this model the characteristic growth of the DNA-delay
muteints results from the partial compensation for the loss
of phage gyrase by the host gyrase.

(a)
Models of DNA-delay gene product interaction,
(a) Adapted host gyrase.

Bo

P60

Pnal
° m )P52)
P39 I
J

Pcou

V

(b)

>
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In the alternative model diagrammed in Figure lib, the product
of gene 39 interacts with the products of genes 52 and 60 at the mem
brane to form a coumermycin-resistant, autonomous phage gyrase.
According to this model, the characteristic growth of the DNA-delay am
mutants results from the substitution of the host enzyme for the inac
tive phage gyrase.

This substitution would be analogous to the suppres

sion of a phage ligase mutation by the host ligase in phage i\EI-ligase
defective double mutants (Berger and Kozinski 1969; Karam 1969; Krisch,
Shah and Berger 1971)• When an am nutation occurs in gene 39i 52 or
60, the phage gyrase is inactive in su~ E. coli and the host gyrase
can displace it, although the degree of displacement may vary with the
position of the am mutation within the gene as inferred from the vary
ing levels of growth of the am mutants at 37°C. The existence of two
ts mutations in gene 39 showing a lack of compensation at b2°C can be
explained by assuming the _ts mutations inactivate the phage gyrase
without allowing its effective displacement by the host enzyme.
The reduction of the burst size of wild-type T4 in the gyrasealtered himB~ E. coli mutant to

of the untreated control (Table 5)

tends to favor the model in Figure 11a since it implies that wild-type
phage requires a fully functional host gyrase for maximum growth. The
observation that wild-type T^ in the presence of nalidixic acid gave
only 10& of the burst size of the untreated control implies that a
functional nalA gene product is required for growth (Table 6). This
also suggests that the host gyrase may be utilized for phage growth in
the presence of functional DNA-delay gene products.

This latter evi

dence should be viewed with caution, however, since in addition to its

role as a gyrase component, the product of the nalA gene also can be
isolated as a free dimer showing nicking-closing activity in vitro
(Sugino et al. 1977).
While we cannot offer a detailed description of the functions
of the DNA-delay gene products our data suggest that the products of
genes 39» 52 and 60 are required to provide a gyrase activity adapted
specifically for phage T4 DNA.

Probable Inhibition of DNA Initiation
by Coumermycin and Novobiocin
The experiments measuring DNA elongation described above were
carried out under semi-permissive conditions in which the host gyrase
could compensate for loss of gene 52 function.

The results obtained

under fully restrictive conditions, caused by coumermycin and novo
biocin inhibition of the remaining host gyrase function, indicate that
the host gyrase is required for the remaining initiations of phage DNA
replication. If coumermycin and novobiocin are added to mutant in
fected cells during the exponential phase of DNA synthesis they inhibit
subsequent increases in the rates of DNA synthesis.

The exponential

phase is the period when initiation of growing points probably occurs
as each generation of newly made DNA enters the replicating pool. In
the gene 52 and 60 mutant infections, addition of novobiocin during
the exponential phase caused an immediate transition to linear DNA
synthesis, suggesting that the drug acted to prevent further increase
in the number of growing points. The progressively higher linear rates
of DNA synthesis obtained following successively later additions of the
drug probably reflects the progressive establishment of growing points

prior to each subsequent addition of the drug. Coumermycin and novo
biocin do not appear to inhibit DNA elongation since addition of the
drugs during the linear phase of DNA synthesis had no effect on sub
sequent synthesis even though synthesis was measured in some cases for
up to kO min after addition of the drug (Fig 9b, c and e, and Fig. 10b).
Given the average rate of DNA elongation by the gene 52 mutant of 0.25
chromosome equivalents/min (Table 2), one would expect a growing point
to synthesize about 10 chromosome equivalents of DNA in 40 min. The
lack of inhibition of DNA synthesis following addition of the anti
biotics during the linear phase implies that terminations the reiniti
ation of growing points do not occur frequently during this phase.
This inference is consistent with the observation that unit size phage
chromosomes enter into large replicating structures which may include
all of the phage DNA in the cell (Frankel 1968; Huberman 1968; and
Fig. 2). Thus, frequent reinitiation of growing points would not be
required to maintain constant rates of DNA synthesis during the linear
phase, since terminations of growing points on very large replication
structures should not occur frequently.

Pleiotropic Effects of DNA-Delay Mutants
with Respect to DNA Initiation,
Recombination and Mutation
Under conditions of partial compensation by the host gyrase,
DNA-delay mutants of phage T*f show a low incidence of growing points
(Table 2), high rates of recombination (Berger, Warren and Fry 1969;
Mufti and Bernstein 197^; Leung, Behme and Ebisuzaki 1975), a high fre
quency of mutation (Mufti and Bernstein 197*0 but apparently normal
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early transcription (Warner and Hobbs 1967; Yegian et al. 1971). The
effects on initiation, recombination and mutation presumably result
from the activity of the host gyrase in the mutant infected cells.
The initiation of phage T1* DNA replication may require that the
phage DNA be in a superhelical form. Negative superhelical turns in
the folded nucleoid of phage T^ (Kemper and Brown 1976; Hamilton and
Pettijohn 1976) could presumably promote the initiation of growing
points in a manner similar to the effect of superhelical turns on the
initiation of transcription. The frequency and specificity of initia
tion of transcription on circular phage A DNA is enhanced by the pres
ence of negative superhelical turns (Botchan, Wang and Echols 1973)•
Increased initiation of transcription occurs because unwinding of the
DNA helix required for the

binding of the RNA polymerase is ener

getically favored in a negatively supercoiled molecule (Wang 197*0•
Negative superhelical turns in phage T1* DNA could promote unpairing of
DNA strands at the origin of replication as the replicative enzymes
bind to form the replicative fork. In this model the unadapted host
gyrase could introduce an unusually low number of negative superhelical
turns leading to diminished ability to initiate replication due to a
reduced tendency of duplex DNA to unpair and interact with the repli
cative enzymes.

Alternatively, a low incidence of replicative growing

points would result if the host gyrase introduced an unusually high
number of negative superhelical turns into phage DNA. The associated
free energy of superhelix formation could cause unwinding of DNA
strands to occur too readily during interaction of phage DNA with the
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replicative enzymes.

This could possibly lead to aberrant initiation

at incorrect positions and a reduced frequency of productive initia
tions.
The frequency of recombination should similarly be affected by
an altered density of superhelical turns. For example, in-vitro inte
grative recombination of phage \ apparently requires that the phage DNA
be in a negatively superhelical form (Mizuuchi and Nash 1976). Nega
tively superhelical DNA molecules of phage <pX17^ have been shown to
undergo recombination more readily _in situ than relaxed 0X17^+ repli
cative form (Holloman and Radding 1976). The uptake of single stranded
DNA by the supercoiled molecule occurs readily because the concomitant
unwinding of DNA strands is driven by the free energy of superhelix
formation (Holloman et al. 1975; Holloman and Radding 1976). Thus, the
high frequency of recombination observed in DNA-delay mutants could
result if the unadapted host gyrase introduced a high density of super
helical turns into phage DNA leading to enhanced uptake of single
strands.
An incorrect density of superhelical turns introduced by the
host enzyme might also affect the phage mutation frequency. Bessman
and Reha-Krantz (1977) proposed that the ability of the newly formed
duplex DNA to unpair next to the T*f DNA polymerase can influence the
frequency of mutation by affecting the ability of the replicative poly
merase to perform its editing function. Thus, if the unadapted host
gyrase introduced an incorrect number of negative superhelical turns
behind the DNA growing points it could interfere with the editing
function of the phage DNA polymerase. Since the overall gyrase

reaction presumably involves sequential nicking, twisting and sealing
steps, incomplete gyrase reactions could lead to nicked DNA (Sugino
et al. 1977? Gellert et al. 1977) which might tend to enter a recombinational pathway.

Consistent with this possibility, single strands of

gene 52 am mutant DNA were shown to be shorter than the single strands
of wild-type DNA indicating an increased tendency for nicks or gaps to
occur in the DNA-delay mutant infections (Naot and Shalitin 1973)*
The stimulation of frameshift and base substitution mutation by the
DNA-delay mutations observed by Mufti and Bernstein (197*0 might also
result from higher levels of MA damage through errors introduced
during repair synthesis.
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